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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Engineering the interfacial properties of materials and surfaces plays a key role in
numerous research areas of science and technology, including microelectronics,1 tribology,2
separations,3 solar energy conversion,4 and coatings.5 In these and other fields, adaptability is the
common denominator and the driving force behind such fine-tuning.

In other words, the

modification or functionalization of substrates serves the purpose of making them fit for a
specific application. For instance, the functionalization of the surface of a membrane could either
minimize undesired interactions, which may reduce performance (e.g., membrane fouling), or
introduce additional interactions to improve selectivity. Another example is that of forming films
exhibiting ultralow surface energy on the surface of substrates to change their wettability
characteristics or provide protection. In connection with the latter example, fluorinated materials,
namely partially fluorinated ones, experience great commercial demand.6 By contrast to fully
fluorinated materials, partial fluorination offers advantages in terms of cost and synthetic
flexibility, and in some cases, performance.7
Among several film-deposition methods, a surface-initiated polymerization (SIP)
represents a versatile approach to grow polymer films.8 SIP techniques, also known as “grafting
from” methods, foster the growth of surface-bound polymer films directly from initiator groups
that are chemically coupled to a self-assembled monolayer (SAM).8 A SAM is a highly ordered,
single-molecule thick film that fundamentally alters the properties of a surface and is created by
the spontaneous adsorption of molecular constituents from solution onto an appropriate
substrate.9 SIP takes advantage of the salient benefits provided by SAMs, including chemical
1

diversity regarding “anchor groups” and “functional groups”, and the ability to vary the chain
length of the adsorbates, which translates into control over film length scales, usually in the range
of 2 – 30 Å.10,11 In addition, SIP offers excellent control over film thickness and chemical
composition as different types of monomers are amenable to polymerization by these
methods.8,12,13 Common examples of self-assembly and SIP applications include formation of
monolayer films on metallic and non-metallic substrates, preparation of polymer brushes and
block copolymers, and functionalization of nanoparticles.10,14-17 By contrast to traditional filmdeposition methods such as spin-coating or dip-coating, SIP provides a chemical interaction
between the polymer and the surface, which translates into more robust coatings.13
Although SIP techniques have been frequently employed to modify the surface properties
of a wide variety of planar and non-planar substrates,8,18 investigations reporting their use as
versatile techniques for modifying internal porosity or creating microtextured coatings are scarce.
The former would impact membrane processing, and the latter would enable straightforward
fabrication of superhydrophobic coatings. While methods do exist to produce superhydrophobic,
rough surfaces, such processes often imply multiple elaborate steps.19,20 By contrast, SIP methods
involve minimal processing steps. Surface-initiated atom-transfer radical polymerization (SIATRP) has been the prevalent technique for the surface functionalization of porous architectures
and supports, mainly because of the commercial availability of a large variety of functional
monomers and its highly controllable polymerization nature.3,21 However, there is an alternate
surface-initiated technique to modify such porous structures, referred to as surface-initiated ringopening metathesis polymerization (SI-ROMP),22-24 that has received less treatment in literature
regarding this application in spite of exhibiting desirable advantages such as faster polymerization
rates, even at room temperature in ambient conditions, tolerance toward functional groups,
preparation of high molecular weight polymers, and preservation of the olefin functionality in the
resulting polymer.22,23,25,26

A vast chemical diversity of monomers has been successfully
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polymerized using ROMP, including norbornenes, azonorbornenes, cyclooctenes, and
cyclooctadienes.22,24,27

In a similar manner to other SIP approaches, SI-ROMP has been

performed on several substrates (Au, Si, SiO2/Si, and cellulose fibers) as well as on many surface
topographies.1,22,25,28

Examples of the versatility and flexibility provided by this technique

include the modification of micrometer-sized silica particles for chromatographic applications by
Buchmeiser et al.,25 the functionalization of nanostructures by SI-ROMP as described by Liu et
al. and Watson et al.,29,30 the fabrication of a polymer dielectric layer exhibiting low capacitance
(3 nF•cm-2) and a thickness of 1200 nm by Rutenberg et al.,1 and the formation of partially
fluorinated films with exceptional low critical surface tensions (9 – 18 mN•m-1) on gold
substrates by Faulkner et al.31
This dissertation describes the fabrication and characterization of new materials and
interfaces by employing SI-ROMP to grow partially fluorinated coatings, prepared from 5(perfluoro-n-alkyl)norbornenes (NBFn), where n represents the number of carbon atoms present
in the fluorocarbon side chain, e.g., 4, 6, 8, and 10, with critical surface tensions as low as 9
mN/m to (1) alter nanoporous materials, (2) create thick and robust coatings, and (3) produce
microtextured coatings that exhibit superhydrophobicity. Although SIP methods have been used
by others3,32 and us31,33 for the deposition of partially fluorinated films, the ability to grow these
films with thicknesses above a few micrometers with controlled textures or within nanoporous
materials has not been demonstrated prior to this work.
The first aspect of my research, described in Chapter IV, advances the interfacial polymer
chemistry to prepare uniquely layered membranes. This work investigates the use of SI-ROMP
to produce fluorocarbon-containing polymer films that grow within, throughout, and between
nanoporous materials, and to study the influence of polymerization time and sulfonation levels of
the polymer backbone on wettability and the transport of simple ions. For example, I use surface
chemistry (thiols and silanes) in conjunction with the SI-ROMP of 5-(perfluorohexyl)norbornene
3

to fabricate composite fluorocarbon membranes that exhibit high resistance to the transport of
ions, as measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). EIS measurements also
show that ion transport through the composite membrane is substantially enhanced after
sulfonation.

In addition, the fluorinated nature of the polymer film renders the membrane

selective toward ions with similar chemical properties. Assessing the surface properties with
water and hexadecane contact angle measurements shows that the surface of the membrane is
both highly hydrophobic and oleophobic, consistent with a predominant perfluoromethyl surface
composition.
Chapter V describes the fabrication of protective coatings with enhanced thicknesses and
barrier properties. Fluorinated and partially fluorinated polymers attract great technological
interest because of their unique physicochemical properties, including excellent chemical
resistance, high thermal stability, repellence towards water and oils, superior outdoor durability,
and exceptional mechanical and thermal properties.34 Therefore, the ability to combine the many
practical benefits of SIP with new approaches to enable the routine production of coatings with
thickness greater than 1 µm could have a profound impact in the area of specialty coatings. To
this end, I have combined two versatile SIP techniques, namely, surface-initiated atom-transfer
polymerization (SI-ATRP) and SI-ROMP, in the preparation of exceptionally thick, partially
fluorinated polymer films prepared from NBFn monomers.

SI-ATRP is used to grow a

macroinitiator and SI-ROMP to produce the final coating. I investigated the effect of side chain
length, polymerization time, monomer concentration, and temperature on the kinetics of film
growth. Furthermore, by tuning the type of chemistry employed, the growth of such films can be
extended to a wide variety of substrates.

Results show that this polymerization approach

promotes the growth of thick, dense partially fluorinated coatings that are highly hydrophobic and
oleophobic.

Remarkably, the growth rate and the resistance against ion transport of these

coatings are among the fastest and highest, respectively, ever reported for SIP films.

4

The third aspect of my research, which focuses on the development of a versatile
replication process termed micromolding surface-initiated polymerization (µMSIP), is described
in Chapters VI and VII. Chapter VI provides a detailed description of the process, including its
advantages and limitations, which in principle, is used to reproduce the surface topography of
synthetic substrates onto solid supports. Briefly, µMSIP consists of molding the structure of
target surfaces with hard polydimethylsiloxane (h-PDMS), filling such a mold with pure (neat)
monomer and subsequently exposing it to a SI-ROMP-active substrate to perform a confined
polymerization, which results in polymer growth that conforms to the features in the h-PDMS
mold. µMSIP enables the formation of polymer films exhibiting either high-relief or recessed
topographies. I investigated the effect of initiation approach, e.g., monolayer or macroinitiator,
on the height (monomer conversion) of the resulting surface features. I also examined the effect
of other process variables, such as polymerization time and temperature, on the final height of the
features. SEM and AFM characterization shows that the resulting films are uniform in quality
and exhibit homogeneous surface structures across large areas. Furthermore, µMSIP allows the
modulation or fine-tuning of the height of the final polymer surface features and facilitates the
preparation of generationally textured films.
Recently, nature and its remarkable designs have provided endless sources of inspiration
for researchers who are seeking ideas to address specific challenges. Accordingly, in Chapter VII
I extend the use of µMSIP to fabricate surface-bound polymer coatings that reproduce the surface
topography of superhydrophobic leaves onto solid supports. Replication of such highly evolved
and functional surface architectures offers many potential applications including self-cleaning
surfaces,35-37 corrosion resistance,38-40 water repellency,19,41,42 and drag reduction.43 This approach
provides versatility in that it introduces a wide variety of chemical compositions available in
materials chemistry, including partially fluorinated polymers with ultralow critical surface
tensions. The novelty of this technique as compared to other replication techniques in the family
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of soft lithography is that µMSIP produces robust, microtextured polymeric coatings bound to a
solid surface.

µMSIP aims at producing novel biomimetic coatings that stabilize the

superhydrophobic state to impact a wide variety of applications.
Finally, Chapter VIII summarizes the major findings of this research work and proposes
future work regarding the possible SI-ROMP of ionic liquids for the production of membrane
materials and the use of µMSIP to achieve superoleophobic surfaces.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

Surface-Initiated Polymerization (SIP)
Long-established film-deposition methods such as dip-coating and spin-casting create
physisorbed polymer films that exhibit non-covalent interactions (van der Waals forces or
hydrogen bonding) with the surface.1,2 Such weak adhesion limits the performance of the films
and renders them unstable against external factors such as solvents, high temperatures, and
mechanical forces.1,3 To surmount this deficiency, it is essential to establish a chemical bond
between the polymer and the surface.1-4 A versatile route to do so is to use a surface-initiated
polymerization (SIP). By contrast to traditional methods, an SIP offers the capability of tailoring
the surface properties of solid substrates while exhibiting various advantages, including chemical
coupling between the surface and the polymer chains, conformal and uniform coating of surfaces
exhibiting planar and non-planar architectures, and effective control over composition, film
thickness, and grafting density.2 These practical benefits have allowed SIP to functionalize or
modify fine particles,1,5 porous supports,6,7 and a wide variety of substrates, including organic
polymers, silicon oxide, alumina, and gold.4,7,8

In order to be functional, SIP requires the

immobilization of an initiating species onto the surface before polymerization, which is usually
attained by self-assembly techniques.1,9 Subsequent exposure of the activated substrate to an
appropriate monomer solution promotes polymerization directly from the surface.10 There are
many classes of SIP, as defined by their reaction mechanism for propagation,2 including surfaceinitiated ring-opening polymerization (SI-ROMP),11 surface-initiated atom-transfer radical
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polymerization (SI-ATRP),9 radical polymerization,12 anionic polymerization,10 cationic
polymerization,10 and ring-opening polymerization (ROP).13

Surface-Initiated Ring-Opening Metathesis Polymerization
Intense research has established SI-ROMP as a useful and versatile technique for
synthesizing polymers with tunable molecular weights, shapes, and functionalities11,14,15 with
attractive biological, electronic, and mechanical properties.14,16,17 SI-ROMP is a chain growth
polymerization, its reaction mechanism is based on olefin metathesis (metal-mediated carboncarbon double bond exchange process), and the thermodynamic driving force of the system is the
relief of ring strain.5,11,15,16

Initiation occurs when a metal alkylidene complex (initiator)

coordinates with the double bond of a cyclic olefin. Subsequent [2 + 2]-cycloaddition generates a
metallacyclobutane intermediate, which forms a growing polymer chain.14 Such an intermediate
undergoes a cycloreversion reaction to generate a new metal alkylidene.16 The propagation stage
comprises the repetition of the above mention steps until polymerization ceases, i.e., no monomer
is left, a reaction equilibrium is reached, or termination reactions occur.14 Common monomers
used in SI-ROMP are cyclic olefins exhibiting appreciable strain energy (>5 kcal/mol) such as
cyclobutene, cyclopentene, and norbornene, including its functional derivatives.11,14,15 Examples
of termination reactions include intermolecular chain-transfer and intramolecular chain-transfer
(also known as “backbiting”).11,14 In the former, the active end of a growing polymer chain can
react with a double bond of a different polymer chain. In the latter, the active initiator located at
the terminus of the chain reacts with itself to produce a cyclic species and a polymer chain of
reduced molecular weight.16

Chain transfer reactions constitute a shortcoming in the

polymerization of monomers with lower energy strain.15 Recently, Lerum et al.,18 reported a
vapor-phase ROMP approach to polymerize cyclic olefins with low strain energies. By adopting
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such an approach, they were able to suppress chain transfer reactions at the vapor-solid interface,
and therefore, achieve an enhancement in polymerization. The study showed that a minimal
strain energy of 2.2 kcal/mol is necessary to achieve polymerization of these monomers. The
development of well-defined ruthenium-based catalysts has fostered ROMP.19,20

Although

catalysts based on other transition metals such as molybdenum, titanium, tantalum, and tungsten
have proven to be useful for ROMP, each one having its own advantages and disadvantages,
ruthenium catalysts exhibit particular properties such as thermal stability, high activity, and
tolerance toward polar functional groups that render them more attractive for ROMP. 14,16,18 SIROMP has been used to functionalize several substrates including Au,17,21,22 SiO2/Si,23,24
alumina,7 and carbon paper.25

Fluorinated and Partially Fluorinated Polymer films
In general, fluropolymers are attractive and versatile materials as a consequence of their
unique, relevant physicochemical properties, including low critical surface energy, chemical
inertness, low dielectric constant, low flammability, low refractive index, and weather
resistance.26 Such exclusive properties are attributed to the C-F bonding, which exhibits weak
intermolecular forces, low reactivity, low surface free energy, and a large bonding energy.27
Consequently, these materials have been applied as protective paints and coatings,26,28,29 in
membrane separations,6,7 as hydrophobic surfaces,21,30, and in microelectronics.26,31 Furthermore,
a recent economic analysis of the fluorocarbon industry in the United States estimated that the
market segment corresponding to fluoropolymers is worth $ 2.72 billion.32
In spite of their advantages, fluoropolymers exhibit certain limitations that undermine
their widespread use, namely high expense and difficult processing problems (e.g., poor
solubility, not easily cured, high temperatures).26,27 Perfluoropolymers, those comprised solely of
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carbon and fluorine, e.g., polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), specifically, bear these shortcomings.
To circumvent these issues, scientists have resorted to partially fluorinated polymers. Unlike
their all-fluorocarbon counterparts, partially fluorinated materials offer advantages in terms of
cost and synthetic flexibility, and in some cases, performance.26,27,33 In connection with the latter,
fluorinated species tend to segregate from other chemical species, and if allowed, usually migrate
or partition to the air-film interface, thus yielding ultralow surface energy surfaces.27,33 For
example, the critical surface energy (γC) of PTFE, whose chains are comprised of –CF2– groups,
is 18 mN/m, whereas that of a partially fluorinated polymers exhibiting segregated CF3terminated groups at the outermost portion of the surface, is 9 mN/m.33 This means that, for
certain applications, desirable fluoropolymer surface-properties may be achieved without the
need for bulk fluorination.27,34
A key factor when working with ultralow surface energy polymers is the identification of
appropriate techniques for the fabrication of film structures.34 Methods for deposition of such
films include conventional solution-based procedures such as spin-coating or solution
casting,27,35,36 chemical vapor deposition,27,37 chemical adsorption,38 and surface-initiated
polymerizations.21,39,40

The latter are not common, and among these, surface-initiated atom

transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) has been the prevalent technique used for the direct
growth of partially fluorinated films from fluorinated monomers.40-42

However, studies

performed by several research groups40-44 show that films produced by this technique achieve low
thicknesses, usually in the range from 20 to 100 nm. For some applications, such as protective
coatings, such films are too thin to offer the requisite protection and robustness.27 Therefore,
combining the advantages of SIP techniques with new approaches that enable the routine
preparation of coatings with thickness greater than 1 µm could have a large impact on the area of
specialty coatings.
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Surface-Initiated Atom-Transfer Radical Polymerization and Macroinitiation Approaches
Surface-initiated ATRP is widely used because it enables the preparation of a wide range
of polymer films with diverse chemical functionality and controlled thickness from both flat and
curved surfaces, and porous substrates.45,46 Another advantage is that many films prepared by
means of SI-ATRP may undergo post-polymerization reactions for further derivatization.47,48 The
polymerization mechanism of ATRP has been thoroughly described by Matyjaszewski and coworkers.49-51

High grafting density is necessary for the formation of thick surface-initiated

polymer films.52 Furthermore, this characteristic has a direct effect on other significant properties
of polymer films, such as robustness,53 friction,54 wettability,55 and biological interactions.56
Consequently, researches have resorted to the use of macrointiators as a tool to enhance grafting
density.57 This approach has been intensively applied, in particular, in the formation of polymer
films by SI-ATRP. For example, Liu et al.58 deposited an anchoring polymer layer consisting of
poly(glycidyl methacrylate) onto silicon wafers followed by exposure to bromoacetic acid vapor
to create a macroinitiator for subsequent SI-ATRP. By contrast to a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) of ATRP initiators, the initiator surface density achieved by the macroinitiation approach
increased by a factor of ~ 13 (~ 40•nm-2 for the macroinitiator vs. ~ 3•nm-2 for the SAM). Wang
and co-workers59 used a macroinitiation approach to coat attapulgite nanofibrillar clay with a
well-defined star polymer exhibiting a hydrophilic core and a hydrophobic shell. Briefly, a
hyperbranched aliphatic polyester was grown onto attapulgite by exposing it to γaminopropyltriethoxysilane and subsequently performing a one-pot polycondensation of the AB2type monomer 2,2.bis(hydroxymethyl)propionic acid. The resulting hydroxyl-rich hyperbranched
polyester was then exposed to a bromoacetylation process to introduce bromoacetic ester groups,
and therefore, produce the macrointiator for subsequent SI-ATRP of methyl methacrylate. Other
examples of alternative chemical routes for the synthesis and formation of macroinitiators onto
various substrates, followed by SI-ATRP, include the acidic oxidation of carbon spheres followed
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by exposure to thionyl chloride, glycol, and a bromide-containing ATRP species,60 the
sterification of the hydroxyl groups present in dried starch granules by bromoacetylbromide,61
and the use of SI-ATRP-grown poly(methylmethacrylate) brushes from silicon wafers as
reinitiation sites.62 In addition, the adsorption of polyelectrolyte macroinitiators onto differents
substrates constitutes a relatively recent alternative to enhance the grafting density as well.52,57,63,64
In this thesis, I will combine two SIP techniques, namely SI-ATRP and SI-ROMP, to
prepare surface-bound, thick, partially fluorinated polymer films from 5-(perfluoro-nalkyl)norbornene monomers. ATRP will be used to grow a macroinitiator and SI-ROMP to
produce the final coatings.

SIP and Composite Membranes
During the past 3 decades research efforts have utilized innovative fabrication methods,
including interfacial polymerization, plasma polymerization, reactive surface treatment, and
solution coating to form composite membranes.6,65 Such membranes are highly valued because of
their physicochemical features, including high mass transport rates, mechanical stability, and
strength. In general, these consist of a thin, selective layer sustained by a much thicker and
permeable microporous substrate. This configuration allows composite membranes to provide
higher fluxes with greater selectivity than those provided by homogeneous membranes. 65,66
Porous supports from which polymer materials have been grown include alumina,6,67 cellulose,68
and PDMS.69 SIP has been used in the synthesis of the thin selective skin of these membranes.6,67
These modifications create functional membranes with potential use in gas or liquid
separations,6,70 nanofiltration,70 pervaporation,67 protein adsorption,70 catalytic membranes,70 and
in the creation of proton conducting platforms.71 For example, Balachandra et al.,6 used SI-ATRP
to modify porous alumina membranes with poly(ethylene glycol dimethacrylate) (PEGDMA) to
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form a selective, cross-linked skin. They compared the performance in gas separation of this film
to that of a linear polymer film, poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA), and found that
cross-linked PEGDMA films exhibit higher selectivity than those of linear PHEMA ones. The
CO2/CH4 selectivity of PEGDMA and PHEMA were ~20 and ~0.6, respectively. In a similar
manner, Grajales et al.,72 modified porous alumina substrates with polymer brushes made of
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), and also with copolymer films of poly(ethylene glycol methyl ether
methacrylate) (PEGMEMA) exhibiting short and long PEG chains, to study the effects of
monomer composition on the selectivity of CO2. Results showed that copolymerization of the
PEGMEMA monomers forms films that are stable and exhibit a CO2/H2 selectivity of ~12, and
do not crystalize, therefore, avoiding any reduction in the flux of the membrane. Recently,
Yameen et al.,71,73,74 have worked on the fabrication of composite membranes with proton
conducting channels. Their approach consisted of using SI-ATRP to incorporate polyelectrolyte
brushes (poly(3-sulfopropylmethacrylate)71, copolymers of sulfopropylmethacrylate (SPM) and
monomethoxy oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (MeOEGMA), polySPM-co-MeOEGMA,73
and poly(2-acrylamide-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid) (polyAMPS)74 ) onto the surface of
porous silicon substrates. Notable results of these investigations include proton conductivities in
the range of 1 × 10-2 S/cm71 and proton-conducting channels with finely tuned physicochemical
characteristics.73
This thesis will investigate the use of SI-ROMP to produce fluorocarbon-containing
polymer films that grow within, throughout, and between nanoporous materials, and to study the
influence of polymerization time and sulfonation levels of the polymer backbone on wettability
and the transport of simple ions.
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Soft Lithography
Whitesides and co-workers developed a set of non-photolithographic techniques, known
as “Soft Lithography”, as an alternative option to long-established techniques, such as
photolithography, to fabricate microstructures and microsystems.75 These techniques are based
on the printing of SAMs and molding of organic polymers.75 Soft lithography employs soft
materials, e.g., poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), that may not exhibit the same physical properties
of traditional rigid materials such as silicon, but offer advantages such as the capability to mold
small-scale substrates with high fidelity, chemical inertness, transparency, durability, and low
cost among others.76 These techniques include microcontact printing (µCP), micromolding in
capillaries (MIMIC), microtransfer molding (µTM), and replica molding (REM).77
µCP is a technique used for the fabrication of micro- and nanostructured surfaces.78,79
This method involves the use of an elastomeric PDMS stamp with a relief pattern on its surface to
deliver adsorbate molecules (“ink”) onto determined areas of both planar and non-planar
substrates to form well-defined regions exhibiting different physical and chemical properties.80
Pioneering work involving µCP in conjunction with SIP (ROP and ATRP) methods to grow
polymer brushes from an active self-assembled monolayer (SAM) in order to amplify the SAM
into a macromolecular film and mask defects formed within the monolayer and improve barrier
properties against dry etchants was performed by Husemann et al.,81 and Shah et al.82 Recently,
Zotti et al.,83 and Chen et al.,84 used this combination of techniques to pattern conductive
polymers and complex poly(N-isopropylacrilamide) brush microstructures, respectively.
In the case of MIMIC, a PDMS replica exhibiting recessed channels is placed in contact
with a substrate, and filled with a prepolymer by means of capillary action. Subsequent exposure
to traditional curing conditions, such as heat or light, enables curing of the polymer.85,86 In µTM,
the patterned PDMS mold is filled with a prepolymer and placed in contact with the surface of a
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substrate, and subsequent heating or UV light is applied to cure the prepolymer. Afterwards, the
PDMS mold is removed leaving behind a patterned microstructure on the surface.76,77 In REM,
an ultraviolet or thermally curable polymer is cast onto an elastomeric mold (PDMS) exhibiting a
patterned relief structure on its surface. As a result, a hand-held polymeric material is obtained.87
Soft lithography is a versatile technique capable of fabricating microstructures and
microsystems in polymers on different types of substrates. However, these processes (MIMIC,
µTM, and REM) create either “physisorbed” or hand-held materials that are not truly bound to
the solid surfaces. In general, microstructures such as microtransformers, microcoils, diffraction
gratings, channels for microfluidic devices, patterns of spin crossover nanoparticles, and polymer
brushes, among others, have been generated using these techniques.76,77,86,88,89
In this thesis, I will combine soft lithography and SIP techniques to develop a process
termed micromolding surface-initiated polymerization (µMSIP) to provide partially fluorinated,
surface-bound polymer films with microscale surface texture.

Superhydrophobicity and Plant Leaves
Hydrophobicity refers to a weak interaction between some types of matter and water.
Materials displaying this property exhibit a low surface energy. The enhancement of such a
quality, achieved by the combination of hydrophobicity and surface roughness is known as
superhydrophobicity.90,91 To better understand this behavior we must take into account the
contact angle (θ) of a drop placed on a surface by means of a syringe. This angle is a qualitative
assessment of the interactions between the solid surface and the liquid drop. When the drop
advances across the surface as a result of liquid being added to it, θ is defined as advancing (θA).
If the drop recedes across the surface, i.e., liquid being withdrawn, θ is defined as receding (θR).
Both θA and θR are characteristic of the surface chemistry and topography.92 In addition, these
19

processes may exhibit different activation energies, and therefore, they are not the reverse of one
another; the difference between θA and θR, known as contact angle hysteresis, is a reflection of
such asymmetry.90,92

Surfaces must meet two criteria in order to be considered as

superhydrophobic, namely, exhibit θA > 150° and a hysteresis < 10°.90,93 The wetting behavior of
superhydrophobic surfaces can be analyzed from the perspective of two states: the Wenzel state
and the Cassie state, which is the true superhydrophobic state.91,94,95 If a liquid is in the Wenzel
state, the liquid follows the contours of the entire solid surface area, which introduces a roughness
factor (r) that takes into account the heterogeneous topography of the substrate.91,93,94

The Wenzel model relates the contact angle of rough surfaces θW to that of a smooth surface
θsmooth by

Unlike the Wenzel state, the Cassie state is defined by the liquid sitting atop the surface
roughness, suggesting the presence of an air interlayer trapped between the surface and the
contacting aqueous phase.95,96 Accordingly, the composite interface consists of liquid-solid,
liquid-air, and solid-air interfaces. The apparent contact angle θC is estimated by equation (2.3)
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Taking into account that the contact angle of the liquid in air (θair = 180°), and that

,

equation (2.3) becomes

where

and

respectively.

are the fractions of the surface area in contact with the liquid and air,
Individual application, or combination, of fabrication methods and surface

chemistry has been used to obtain superhydrophobic surfaces.91,97 Some examples include
photolithography,92

etching,98 soft lithography,99 silane chemistry,91,92 and casting or phase

separation of hydrophobic polymers.100,101
Nature provides a vast array of superhydrophobic surfaces,91,102 including the termite
wing, water strider, duck feathers, and hundreds of species of plants. 103

The detailed

investigation performed by Neinhuis and Barthlott104 on the micromorphological characteristics
of a large number of plant species exhibiting water-repellant surfaces provides valuable insight on
how the combination of a strongly structured relief, comprised of convex or papillose epidermal
cells, and hydrophobic chemical compounds such as epicuticular waxes has a profound effect on
the superhydrophobic behavior of plant leaves. An elaborate description on the functions and the
morphologies of these waxes and how their 2- and 3-D structures, exhibiting dimensions between
hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers, influence wettability, self-cleaning, and light
reflection on the surface of leaves was done by Koch et al.105 Superhydrophobicity in plants
provides a self-cleaning role, which intrinsically, can be assumed as a self-defense mechanism.
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In this connection, dust particles are removed from the surface of the leaves by rain, fog or dew,
and adhesion of pathogenic organisms, e.g., fungi and bacteria, is minimized.104 Wagner et al.,106
hypothesized that certain morphologies present on the surface of plant leaves are better adapted to
non-wetting. By adding water/methanol mixtures, i.e., decreasing the surface tension of the
liquid, certain leaves can repel mixtures containing up to 75% methanol. In this sense, leaves
lacking papillose epidermal cells were more prone to wetting than those exhibiting more
protuberant papillose.

Interestingly, results from confocal microscopy and atomic force

microscopy on the surface structures suggest that a greater number of smaller papillae perform
better, in terms of low wettability, than larger but less abundant papillae.106

Mimicking Natural Surfaces
The superhydrophobic character and self-cleaning capability demonstrated by a large
number of plant leaves are the driving forces behind numerous attempts of using these biological
structures as templates for the fabrication of superhydrophobic surfaces.91,99,103 Methods to mimic
these surfaces include soft lithography,99 lithography of silicon wafers,103 UV-nanoimprint
lithography,107 etching,108 and membrane casting.100 Sun et al.,99 described a nanocasting process
to fabricate an artificial lotus leaf exhibiting the same contact angle (160°) of a natural leaf.
Briefly, PDMS was cast onto a natural leaf, and after curing and peeling off the mold, PDMS was
once again cast onto this negative replica, thus, creating a positive replica of the natural leaf.
Scanning electron microscopy images showed that the morphology and intricate nanostructures of
the natural leaf were present in the positive replica. Lee et al.,108 used a three-step process to
mimic natural superhydrophobic surfaces.

First, photolithography was used to create well-

defined microstructure patterns onto aluminum sheets. Second, the aluminum sheets were etched
to form circular patterns resembling those found on water-repellent leaves. Third, anodization of
the aluminum sheets was performed in order to generate hierarchical structures. Melting and
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subsequent cooling of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) onto the replication template resulted in
a polymer exhibiting nanostructures onto the micrometer-sized features. Contact angles as high
as 159° were obtained using this approach. Superhydrophobicity and self-cleaning are not
exclusive of plant leaves. As mentioned above, these properties are also found in other biological
systems, e.g., termites and cicadas.

Arthropods, for example, exhibit a piliferous exterior

consisting of inclined hairs that protrude from their cuticles.100

Such structures have

demonstrated resistance towards the impact of water drops, promote locomotion on the surface of
water, and maintain a layer of entrapped air when submerged.100 Hsu et al.,100 were able to
fabricate artificial hairy surfaces by means of pressurized membrane casting. In this template
process, a hydrophobic polymer was placed on top of a porous membrane and flowed through the
pores by means of high pressure and temperature.

As a result, hair-like, protruding

microstructures having the tip roughly parallel to the surface were obtained. Contact angles over
170° with low hysteresis were observed on these surfaces. In summary, efforts to replicate
superhydrophobic and self-cleaning surfaces have been largely successful.

However, the

resulting products are hand-held, peel-away materials. Superhydrophobic surfaces have potential
applications as self-cleaning surfaces,103,109 water-repellent textiles,109 ice-resistant coatings,101
interfacial slip,110 and anti-fouling interfaces.111
In this thesis, I will extend µMSIP to fabricate partially fluorinated, surface-bound
polymer films that reproduce the surface topography of superhydrophobic leaves onto solid
supports.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND CHARACTERIZATION METHODS

Experimental Procedures
Materials
Monarch 12 Karat White Gold Leaf (49 wt.-% gold and 51 wt.-% silver, 100 nm thick)
was purchased from Fineartstore.com. Whatman AnodiscTM porous alumina membranes of 25
mm in diameter (including annular ring) with porosity over 50% by volume and 20 nm diameter
surface pores were obtained from Fisher and used as a support for the nanoporous gold leaf. Gold
shot (99.99%) was obtained from J&J Materials, and silicon (100) wafers were purchased from
WRS Materials. Chrome-plated tungsten rods were obtained from R.D. Mathis. Deionized water
(16.7 MΩ) was purified with a Modu-Pure filtration (Continental Water Systems Corporation)
system and used for rinsing. Ethanol (200 proof) was obtained from AAPER and used as
received. Nitrogen gas was obtained from AL compressed gases. Concentrated nitric and
sulfuric acids, hexane (99%), methylene chloride (DCM) (99%), acetic anhydride (99.2%),
sodium acetate (99.4%), sodium sulfate (Na2SO4), and sodium chloride were purchased from
Fisher.

4-Mercapto-1-butanol (97%), Grubbs catalyst 2nd generation (1, 3-Bis-(2, 4, 6-

trimethylphenyl)-2-(imidazolidinylidene) (dichlorophenylmethylene) (tricyclohexylphosphine)
ruthenium), sodium trifluoroacetate (98%), Copper(I) chloride (CuCl) (99.995+%), Copper(II)
bromide (CuBr2) (99.999%), 2,2’-bipyridine (bpy, 99+%), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF,
99.9%), 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA, >99%), 1H,1H,2H-perfluoro-1-hexene (99%),
1H,1H,2H-perfluoro-1-octene (99%), 1H,1H,2H-perfluoro-1-decene (99%), hydroquinone,
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potassium ferricyanide (III) (K3Fe(CN)6), and potassium ferrocyanide (II) (K4Fe(CN)6•3H2O)
were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich. 1H,1H,2H-Perfluoro-1-dodecene (97%) was purchased from
Matrix Scientific.

The following chemicals were obtained from Acros Organics: (3-

mercaptopropyl) trimethoxysilane (85%), trans-3,6-endomethylene-1,2,3,6-tetrahydrophthaloyl
chloride (NB(COCl)2 or NBDAC) (97%), methylene chloride, extra dry (DCM) (99.9%) and nhexadecane (99%). The syntheses of 5-(perfluoro-n-alkyl)norbornenes, the initiator-terminated
disulfide, (BrC(CH3)2COO(CH2)11S)2, and undec-10-ene-thiol are described elsewhere.1-5
Tridecafluoro-1, 1, 2, 2-tetrahydrooctyl-1-trichlorosilane (TFOCS) was purchased from UCT
Specialties.

(7–8%

vinylmethylsiloxane)-(dimethylsiloxane)

tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane,

platinum

copolymer, 1, 3, 5, 7-

divinyltetramethyldisiloxane,

and

(25–35%

methylhydrosiloxane)-(dimethylsiloxane) were purchased from Gelest, Inc. Tetraethoxysilane
(99.9%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Dow Corning Sylgard® 184 Silicon Elastomer Kit was
obtained from Ellsworth Adhesives. Glass slide mounted Klarite® substrates (Surface Enhanced
Raman Spectroscopy substrates), exhibiting inverted pyramids topography, were obtained from
Renishaw Diagnostics. Diamond pyramid field emitter arrays (DFEA) were generously provided
by the department of Physics and Astronomy at Vanderbilt University. Scotch double-sided
adhesive tape was purchased from a hardware store. Leaves from Aristolochia esperanzae were
acquired from the Vanderbilt University Green House. Leaves from Trifolium repens were
acquired from plants growing locally in the wild.

Preparation of Gold Substrates
Silicon wafers were cleaned with ethanol and water and dried in a nitrogen stream.
Subsequently, the wafers were placed inside a CVC-PSM66 evaporator in order to sequentially
evaporate 100 Å and 1250 Å of chromium and gold, respectively, onto the wafers using an
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evaporation rate of 1 – 2 Å/s at a base pressure of < 4 × 10-6 Torr. After the evaporation process,
wafers were cut into samples of 1.2 cm × 3.5 cm in size.

Characterization Methods
Contact Angles
Contact angles of probe liquids on a surface provide a qualitative assessment of the
composition at the outer half nanometer of the surface.6 When a liquid drop is in contact with a
solid surface in static equilibrium with its vapor, the drop may form a contact angle, θ, with the
surface. θ is related to the interfacial tensions of the solid-vapor (γSV), solid-liquid (γSL), and
liquid-vapor (γLV) interfaces through Young’s Equation:7

The contact angle is measured by placing a drop (~5µL) of the probe fluid onto the surface by
means of a syringe. The tip of the syringe remains inside the drop as the advancing and receding
angles are measured. Water (H2O) and hexadecane (HD) are generally used as contacting liquids
to probe the relative hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity and oleophilicity/oleophobicity of a surface,
respectively. H2O will exhibit high contact angles if hydrophobic groups are present at the
surface. HD has a greater sensitivity to specific chemical groups, especially in distinguishing
hydrocarbon groups from fluorocarbon groups.8,9 For example, a surface dominated either by –
CH2–, –CH3 or –CF3 groups will exhibit contact angle values of 0°, 48° or 83°, respectively.10
Chapter II offers a more detailed description of contact angles, hysteresis, and wetting states. In
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Chapters IV through VII, contact angles are used to qualitatively assess the wetting properties of
the surfaces from which pNBFn films were grown.
Advancing water and hexadecane contact angle measurements were made using a RameHart contact angle goniometer equipped with a microliter syringe. The tip of the syringe was
kept inside the liquid drop as the measurements were taken on two sides of ~5 µL drops.
Reported values and errors represent the average and standard deviation, respectively, of at least 3
independently prepared samples.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
SEM provides high resolution images (down to ~5 nm in length scale) that provide
topographical as well as compositional information about material surfaces. In SEM, surfaces are
bombarded with electrons with a specified energy. Secondary and backscattered electrons are
collected to form an image of the surface. Secondary electrons are those ejected from the sample
due to inelastic collisions with source electrons, most from within the first few nanometers of the
material. These secondary electrons usually have less than 50 eV of energy.11 Backscattered
electrons are source electrons that collide with nuclei with little loss of energy and are reflected
“back”. Backscattered electrons usually have energies greater than 50 eV.11 The energy of
backscattered electrons is proportional to the size of the nuclei they interact with; therefore, the
brightness of the image can be correlated to the composition of the sample surface. SEM is used
in Chapter IV to investigate the morphology of porous substrates and track the extent of growth
of pNBF6 films within such substrates. In Chapter V, SEM is used to explore the surface
topography of monolayer- and macroinitiated polymer films. In Chapters VI and VII, SEM is
used to study the surface topography of artificial and natural (plant leaves) substrates as well as
the surface topography of microtextured pNBF8 films.
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Electron micrographs of the different substrates were taken with a Hitachi S-4200 or with
a Quanta 250 scanning electron microscope using an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. All samples
were gold-sputtered (~ 2 nm in thickness) before taking the images. The MetaMorph Offline
version 7.7.0.0 image analysis software was used to analyze the images (Molecular Devices,
Downington, PA).

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
EIS is a non-destructive method used to determine the barrier properties of thin films.12
In EIS, a sinusoidal potential perturbation is applied around an equilibrium potential, current is
collected as a function of frequency of the sinusoidal perturbation, and the results can be fit by an
equivalent circuit model containing resistances and capacitances to provide physical, quantitative
meaning to the data. The following equation is used to determine the impedance (Z):12

where E(t) is the applied potential at time t, I(t) is the resulting current at time t, E0 is the
amplitude of the potential, ω is the radial frequency (equals 2πf, where f is the frequency in Hz),
I0 is the amplitude of the current, ϕ is the phase shift of the output signal, and Z0 is the magnitude
of the impedance. From these equations, the impedance of a system can be characterized by a
magnitude and a phase shift.
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The magnitude of Z is given by:

| |

where

and

where R is resistance, C is capacitance, and j2 = –1.
A popular presentation method for impedance data is the Bode magnitude plot in which
log |Z| is plotted as a function of log frequency. When a coating behaves as an ideal capacitor,
the Bode magnitude plot shows a straight line with a slope of -1 and the phase angle is –90 .
When the film behaves as a pure resistor, |Z| is insensitive to frequency and the resistance due to
solution and charge transfer is denoted as flat lines at high and low frequency, respectively. In
this case, ϕ = 0°.
In Chapters IV and V, EIS is used to investigate the ion transport properties of the pNBF6
coated NPGL-alumina membranes and to test the barrier properties of monolayer- and
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macroinitiated pNBF8 films, respectively. In Chapter IV, EIS was performed with a Gamry
Instruments CMS300 impedance system interfaced to a personal computer. The frequency of a 5
mV rms AC voltage was varied from 104 to 10-1 Hz, using 10 points per decade.

Equivalent

circuit models were used to fit the experimental spectra using the Gamry E-Chem Analyst
software package. In Chapter IV, a U-tube permeation cell was used similar to that shown by Bai
et al.13 The fabricated membrane was mounted between two half U–tubes. A gold substrate
counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl/saturated KCl reference electrode were placed in one half of the
U-tube whereas a gold substrate working electrode was placed in the other half.

Three

electrolytes, all with a 0.1 M concentration were employed, namely, sodium acetate (NaAc),
sodium trifluoroacetate (NaTFA), and sodium chloride (NaCl).

All the experiments were

performed by using 100 mL of solution or 50 mL in each half U-tube. The membranes were
exposed to each salt solution for approximately 10 min before each run, and reported impedance
spectra were acquired once the spectrum exhibited no appreciable change with time. The salts
were run in random order. The reported impedance values and their error ranges are based on
standard deviations for runs on three independent sample preparations.
In Chapter V, EIS was performed with a Gamry Instruments reference 600 potentiostat
system interfaced to a personal computer. The frequency of a 5 mV rms AC voltage was varied
from 104 to 10-1 Hz, using 10 points per decade.

An equivalent circuit model containing a

solution resistance in series with a parallel combination of coating resistance and coating
capacitance, modified with a Warburg impedance component to account for the impedance
response observed for uncoated metallic surfaces,9 was used to fit the experimental spectra using
the Gamry E-Chem Analyst software package. A flat-cell limited the testing area to only 1 cm2
of each sample. The electrochemical cell consisted of an aqueous solution of 1 mM K 3Fe(CN)6, 1
mM K4Fe(CN)6•3H2O, and 0.1 M Na2SO4 with a Ag/AgCl/saturated KCl reference electrode, a
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gold substrate counter electrode, and a gold substrate coated with the pNBF8 film to be tested as
the working electrode.

Profilometry
In Chapter V, profilometry is used to determine the thickness of monolayer- and
macroinitiated films in the 0.2 to 15 μm range with a high aspect ratio tip design to characterize
aspect ratios as high as 10:1. Based in the contact stylus profilometry technique, thicknesses are
measured by profiling the surface with a stylus tip on a line that crosses a bare substrate to film
step. As the tip follows the contour of the surface, the vertical displacement of the stylus attached
to a cantilever proportionally translates into a transducer’s voltage output that enables the
determination of the thickness after appropriate calibration.14
The thickness of the polymer films was measured with a Veeco Dektak 150 Stylus
Profilometer. The samples were manually scratched15 and measurements were performed over a
distance of 1000 µm using a Stylus with a 12.5 µm radius, applying 5 mg of force, and employing
the hills and valleys detection mode. The scan results were plane-fitted using the software of the
instrument.

Reported values and errors represent the average and standard deviation,

respectively, of at least 3 independently prepared samples.

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry is a non-invasive and non-destructive photon detection technique used to
measure the thickness and refractive index of single films, layer stacks, and substrate materials
with very high sensitivity.16 This method can measure film thickness in the range from 0.1 nm to
100 μm, depending on the spectral range used for the analysis and the homogeneity of the films.16
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Thickness < 1 μm can be determined with a high sensitivity, usually in the Angstrom scale. In
ellipsometry, linear polarized light in a specified wavelength range is reflected from a sample
surface and changed, by reflection, into elliptically polarized light. Both the phase angle (Δ) and
amplitude (Ψ) of the reflected light are collected by a detector, and information about the
properties of the sample are contained in the complex ratio, ρ, of the Fresnel coefficients of
reflection of the parallel (rp) and perpendicular (rs) incident plane polarized electrical field
vectors.16

The fundamental equation of ellipsometry describes the connection between the measured
amplitude (Ψ) and phase angle (Δ) quantities and the sample properties contained in the
coefficient of reflection ρ:

To acquire quantitative information, model layers representing the film on the surface are
used to fit theory to the measured data. A simple, effective model for thin organic films is the
Cauchy equation:
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where n is the film refractive index, A, B, and C are model fit parameters, and λ is the wavelength
of incident light. The terms on the right-hand side of Equation 3.8 are optimized according to a
minimization of the mean square error to fit to the experimental spectra and enable estimation of
both n and the thickness of the film.17 The Cauchy model assumes a film to be optically
transparent and uniform in thickness.
A J.A.Woollam M-2000DI variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer was used to
measure film thicknesses less than 100 nm (Chapter V). The thickness of films was determined
using a two-parameter Cauchy model (the Cauchy model does not adequately describe the data
for thick pNBFn films as the films become opaque). Thicknesses were fit to data taken at 75°
from the surface normal over wavelengths from 400 to 700 nm, using a refractive index of 1.5 18
and 1.383,19 for PHEMA and pNBFn films, respectively. Optical constants of the underlying gold
used in the preparation of each sample were taken prior to polymer film deposition and used as a
baseline for thickness measurements. The reported average thickness and standard deviation for
PHEMA films are based on 80 different samples produced in 5 different batches. The reported
thickness values and errors for pNBFn films represent the averages and standard deviations,
respectively, from at least three different films.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a scanning probe technique used to image the
topography of a surface.20 To measure the topography of a surface, AFM relies on the detection
of the deflections of a tiny cantilever holding a sharp tip when scanning the surface. Currently,
cantilevers are made of Si, Si3N4, or SiO2 and tips are made of Si3N4 or SiO2. Attractive and
repulsive forces come to play when a tip approaches the sample surface. However, repulsive
forces which are extremely short range in nature are responsible for atomic resolution.20 When
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scanning the surface, the AFM can use the partial influence of the repulsive force from the
sample to vibrate (tapping mode) or remain static and make contact with the sample surface
(contact mode). To eliminate potential damage to the surface due to lateral forces (i.e. scraping)
across the sample and improve lateral resolution, soft polymeric materials are usually operated in
tapping mode.21 In Chapter VI, AFM is used to probe the surface topography of the master
substrates, h-PDMS molds, and textured polymer films.

Reflectance Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (RAIRS)
Reflectance absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) is a non-destructive, vibrational
spectroscopic method used to identify and characterize the chemical composition and structure of
molecules and thin films.22 RAIRS involves a single external reflection of an IR beam at a
reflective substrate that is coated by an organic film. The reflected light creates an electric field
normal to the substrate. Vibrational spectra are used as characteristic fingerprints for adsorbate
molecules, adsorption configurations, and structures.22 Substrates can be metallic or non-metallic
and should not produce absorption bands in the spectral range of interest. Peak positions and
intensities in the RAIRS spectrum can provide compositional, orientational, and structural
information on the polymer films. Molecular groups within the polymer film absorb the IR
radiation to yield absorbance peaks in the spectrum with intensities that depend on the
concentration of those groups within the films and the orientation of their transition dipole
moments relative to the electric field.23 In this thesis, RAIRS is used to study the compositional
changes of PHEMA films (Chapter V) after the acylation and polymerization steps. Table 3.1
lists the absorption bands of the different chemical groups present in the organic films shown in
this thesis. Detailed discussion about these can be found in Chapter V.
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A Varian 3100 FT-IR Excalibur Series infrared spectrometer, equipped with a liquidnitrogen-cooled, narrow-band MCT detector, was used to perform RAIRS. The incident angle of
the p-polarized light was set at 80° from the surface normal. The instrument was run in single
reflection mode and equipped with a universal sampling accessory. The spectral resolution was 2
cm-1.

A deuterated dodecanethiol-d25 self-assembled monolayer on gold was used as the

background, and each spectrum was accumulated over 1000 scans.

Table 3.1. Positions of the absorption bands of the different vibrational modes present in the
organic films shown in this thesis.23,24
Wavenumber (cm-1)

Chemical Group

3200 – 3650

–OH

Stretching vibrations

2800 – 3050

C–H

Stretching vibrations of CH2 and CH3 groups

1732

C=O

Stretching vibrations

1483

CH2

In-plane bending vibrations

1367

CH2

Twisting and rocking vibrations

1300 – 1400

CF2

Stretching vibrations (parallel to the chain)

1100 – 1300

CF2

Stretching vibrations (perpendicular to the chain)

1079

C–O–C

Description

Stretching vibrations

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS is a technique used to investigate the chemical composition of surfaces.25 XPS
measures the kinetic energy and number of escaping electrons from a surface as the material is
irradiated with x-rays in ultra-high vacuum conditions. In these conditions, the composition,
chemical state, and electronic state of the material are determined for the outermost ~10 nm of the
interface.25,26 Experimental results are reported in counts per second as a function of binding
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energy. In this context, the binding energy (EB) and the kinetic energy (EK) are related by the
following relationship

where hv is the energy of the incident photons and Φ is the work function of the spectrometer.26
Data were analyzed using CasaXPS data analysis software to calculate the atomic percentages
using the peak area and elemental sensitivity factors. In Chapter V, XPS is used to examine the
surface composition of PHEMA before and after the acylation and activation steps to quantify the
extent of conversion of the hydroxyl groups of PHEMA as well as the degree of attachment of
initiator species to the modified-PHEMA films.
XPS was conducted on a Physical Electronics (PHI) VersaProbe 5000 equipped with a
monochromatic Al Κα x-ray source. A 200 μm, 50 W X-ray beam was rastered over a 800 x 200
μm analysis area. Electrons were collected at 45° from sample parallel at a pass energy of 11.85
eV for the high resolution data comparing the chemistry on the samples. Angle resolved XPS
(ARXPS) spectra were acquired at take off angles of 15° to 90° from the sample parallel using a
pass energy of 57.8 eV. Charge neutralization was accomplished using 1.1 eV electrons and 10
eV Ar+ ions.

Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS)
RBS is an ion detection technique used for quantitative analysis of composition,
thickness, and depth profiles of thin solid films or solid samples near the surface region. 27
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Detection limits range from a few parts per million (ppm) for heavy elements to a few percent for
light elements, with typical depth resolution on the order of 20–30 nm.28 In RBS, which is based
on collisions between atomic nuclei, a beam of monoenergetic ions, usually H+ or He+ of typical
energy 0.5 to 2.5 MeV, is used to bombard a target, and the energy of the backscattered ions is
recorded with an energy sensitive detector and analyzed .27,28 The energy of the backscattered
particle, which is influenced by the loss of energy due to the transfer of momentum to the
stationary target atom and the loss of energy due to transmission through the sample material,
determines the mass of the target atom.27,28 Quantification of elemental concentrations by RBS
depends upon the scattering cross section of the element of interest and the stopping cross section
of the sample matrix, both of which have been measured and tabulated.28 In Chapter V, RBS is
used to measure the areal concentration (atoms•cm-2) of Ru in the modified-PHEMA films after
exposure to a Grubbs catalyst solution.
RBS was conducted on beam line 6SDH at Vanderbilt University, using a NEC tandem
pelletron accelerator equipped with an Alphatross ion source. 3.5 MeV Helium (He++) particles
irradiated the sample at an incident angle of 180° to the sample normal, and the backscattered
particles were detected at an incident scattering angle of 160°. The detector was calibrated with a
Bismuth (Bi209) implanted (100) boron-doped silicon wafer, implanted to 5x1015 atoms•cm-2 at 30
KeV. A total charge of 5μC was collected on all samples.
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CHAPTER IV

COMPOSITE FLUOROCARBON MEMBRANES BY SURFACE-INITIATED
POLYMERIZATION FROM NANOPOROUS GOLD-COATED ALUMINA

Adapted with permission from Escobar, C. A.; Zulkifli, A. R.; Faulkner, C. J.; Trzeciak, A.;
Jennings, G. K. Composite Fluorocarbon Membranes by Surface-Initiated Polymerization from
Nanoporous Gold-Coated Alumina. ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 2012, 4, 906-915.
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

Introduction
Membrane technology has experienced great progress since 1963 when Loeb and
Sourirajan introduced an anisotropic, defect-free, high-flux, osmotic membrane.1 During the past
three decades, research efforts have utilized innovative fabrication methods, including interfacial
polymerization, plasma polymerization, and reactive surface treatment to fabricate highperformance, defect-free anisotropic membranes.2 Composite membranes, a class of anisotropic
membranes, are highly valued because of their physicochemical features, including high mass
transport rates, mechanical stability, and strength. This type of membrane consists of a thin,
selective layer sustained by a much thicker and permeable microporous substrate. Such a layered
configuration allows composite membranes to provide higher fluxes with greater selectivity than
those provided by homogeneous membranes.1-3
Despite the fact that most commercially available membranes are polymer-based, there is
an increasing interest in producing membranes with less traditional materials.2 The use of
inorganic materials in the fabrication of anisotropic membranes is an example of such a trend.
For instance, ceramic membranes, besides providing mechanical support and inherent porosity,
provide the chemical inertness and thermal stability that some pharmaceutical and food
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microfiltration applications demand.2 Particularly, alumina is an example of a versatile inorganic
nanoporous material that has been used as a membrane. Porous alumina substrates have been
widely studied and can be found in applications such as electrochemical storage and production,4
templates for the synthesis of nanomaterials,5 supports for thin polymer skins,6-8 modified
substrates for the filtration of biological molecules,9 or as templates for nanocomposites.10
In this chapter, I show that porous metallic materials such as nanoporous gold leaf
(NPGL) may also be used as tailorable membrane interfaces when mounted atop nanoporous
alumina membranes. NPGL is an ultrathin, metallic, mesoporous structure synthesized by means
of a chemical etching process called dealloying.11 In this process, Ag is selectively dissolved
from a commercially available Ag/Au alloy exposed to corrosive media as the Au matrix is
coarsened into a porous structure. NPGL offers various advantages, including low-cost and ease
of fabrication, chemical stability, control over pore size, high conductivity, thinness, high surfaceto-volume ratio, and ease of surface functionalization.11,12 These characteristics motivate the use
of NPGL in a composite membrane in order to achieve higher fluxes and selectivity. For
instance, the thickness of NPGL is only ~100 nm to provide a highly controlled ultrathin skin. In
addition, the strong interaction between gold surfaces and thiols enables the chemical
modification of the NPGL surface. Accordingly, the selectivity of NPGL may be tailored to
specific needs as there are many thiol-compatible functional groups for growing polymers from
pore walls to modify the chemical composition of the pore space. The aforementioned features
provide NPGL with versatility for use, not only as the active skin of a composite membrane, but
also for applications such as solar energy conversion,12 sensing,13,14 catalysis,15,16 and
electrochemistry.15,17
Nanoporous alumina and NPGL exhibit suitable physicochemical characteristics to be
used in the design and construction of a composite membrane. For example, the former is
sufficiently strong to provide the necessary mechanical support and permeable enough to allow
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free flow of the permeated species, whereas the latter could act as a selective skin when
appropriately functionalized. Nanoporous alumina has been used in conjunction with several
transition metals, e.g., Pt, Cu, Co, and Au, in previous studies in order to construct arrays of nano
fuel cells, nanowires, nanoparticles, catalytic membranes, and nanoporous composites with
tunable optical properties.10,18-22 However, to the best of my knowledge, this is the first reported
attempt to bind nanoporous alumina with NPGL to fabricate a composite membrane.
The work in this chapter describes the versatile fabrication and characterization of a novel
anisotropic membrane (Figure 4.1). I use a surface-initiated polymerization (SIP) to grow a
fluorocarbon-rich film within, atop, and between NPGL-coated nanoporous alumina to create a
composite membrane where the selective polymer can be grown throughout the membrane or
within either the NPGL or alumina sections, providing a tailorability of the membrane
composition.

SI-ROMP

NPGL

Alumina

pNBF6

Figure 4.1. Schematic of membrane composition before and after the polymerization process.

I employ surface-initiated ring-opening metathesis polymerization (SI–ROMP), which
offers rapid kinetics at room temperature and a high level of control over thickness and
composition.23,24 Examples of the versatility and flexibility provided by this technique include
the modification of micrometer-sized silica particles for chromatographic applications,25 the
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fabrication of a polymer dielectric layer exhibiting low capacitance and a thickness of over 1
µm,26 and the formation of partially fluorinated films with exceptionally low critical surface
tensions.27

The polymer film in this composite membrane consists of poly(perfluorohexyl

norbornene) (pNBF6), which exhibits ultralow critical surface tension and outstanding barrier
properties27 and can be grown rapidly from planar27 and non-planar28 supports via SI–ROMP. To
provide charge transport to the membrane, sulfonation of the pNBF6 film was performed here
with acetyl sulfate in order to introduce sulfonic acid and hydroxyl groups in the backbone of the
polymer film and promote ion transport through the membrane.29,30 Results from this work
confirm successful integration of the pNBF6 throughout the membrane or as a selective skin
initiated only from the NPGL layer.
The overall aim of this work consists of fabricating and characterizing new materials and
interfaces by employing SI-ROMP within nanoporous architectures to create composite
membranes.

Specifically, this work aims at investigating the use of SI-ROMP to produce

fluorocarbon-containing polymer films that grow within, throughout, and between nanoporous
architectures, and to study the influence of polymerization time and sulfonation levels of the
polymer backbone on wettability and the transport of simple ions. This SI-ROMP process
provides a versatile approach to prepare uniquely layered membranes. Although surface-initiated
methods have been frequently employed to modify the surface properties of a wide variety of
planar and non-planar substrates, investigations reporting their use as versatile techniques for
modifying internal porosity are scarce.
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Experimental Methods

Fabrication of the Composite Membrane

Functionalization of the Alumina Membrane
The alumina membranes were functionalized by exposing them to a 5 mM solution of (3mercaptopropyl)-trimethoxysilane (MPTS) in hexane at 60 °C. In order to avoid shrinkage and
distortion of the annular polypropylene ring of the membranes during functionalization, these
were tightly fastened using binder clips between two polycarbonate disks. A circular shape,
identical in size to that of the membrane, was cut from one of the disks to allow exposure of the
membrane to the silane solution. After 1 h, samples were withdrawn, rinsed with hexane, and
dried in a stream of nitrogen.

a)

b)

Figure 4.2. a) Schematic of the gold leaf dealloying process. Silver is removed from the gold
film while in the nitric acid to create a porous structure. b) NPGL alumina assembly. The water
is gently removed from the container to allow settling of the NPGL atop the alumina.
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Fabrication of NPGL
Figure 4.2 shows the process to fabricate NPGL and attach it to the alumina support. 11
Briefly, square white gold leaf samples of approximately 24 x 24 mm in size were cut to ensure
complete coverage of the alumina membrane. Afterwards, each sample was placed on a glass
microscope slide and transferred to a glass beaker containing concentrated nitric acid. The glass
slide was gently dipped into the acid at an angle approximately 20° from the surface normal,
allowing the gold leaf to float on the nitric acid-air interface. As soon as the sample floated
freely, the glass slide was carefully removed. After a dealloying period of 4 h, the gold leaf was
removed from the acid by immersing the glass slide into the beaker, at the angle previously
described, and placing it underneath the NPGL and carefully removing it. As the glass slide was
withdrawn, the NPGL adhered to the surface of the glass slide. Subsequently, the NPGL was
transferred to a container with deionized water for rinsing. Once again, the glass slide was
carefully dipped into the deionized water container allowing the NPGL to float freely. Figure
4.3a shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of NPGL after 4 h in nitric acid and
rinsing in deionized water, as described above. Rather than having a homogeneous morphology,
NPGL exhibits a coarsened type of mesh with different pore sizes that generally range from 50 to
100 nm.

Alumina Membrane and NPGL Assembly
In this procedure the rinsed NPGL was transferred to a shallow glass dish containing
deionized water (see Figure 4.2b). Next, the premodified alumina membrane was fixed to a
polycarbonate disk by means of a small piece of double-sided tape. The disk was immersed and
placed at the bottom of the dish and positioned underneath the floating NPGL. Subsequently,
water was drained from the dish by means of a syringe. Simultaneously, the position of the
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NPGL was maintained directly above the alumina membrane by gently creating waves on the
surface of the water with the tip of the syringe. As the water level diminished, the NPGL slowly
settled on top of the functionalized membrane.

Binding of the two porous substrates was

achieved by means of the terminal thiol groups of the alkoxysilane that was used to premodify the
alumina membrane. Finally, the new two-layered structure was removed from the dish, detached
from the polycarbonate disk, and gently dried in a stream of nitrogen. When an NPGL film was
placed atop an unfunctionalized membrane, it did not endure rinsing or drying, as it began to peel
away.
The morphology of the resulting assembly was investigated using SEM. Figure 4.3b
illustrates a plan-view of an NPGL film attached to the alumina membrane. The NPGL was
purposely cut in such a way that the two domains were shown. On the left side of the image, the
heterogeneous ligament network and the porous structure of NPGL can be clearly seen. On the
right, the heterogeneous geometry and size of the pores and the high pore density of alumina can
be discerned.

a)

b)

Figure 4.3. a) Scanning electron micrograph of NPGL after 4 h of dealloying. The scale bar
indicates 500 nm. b) SEM NPGL atop a functionalized alumina membrane. This sample was
intentionally adapted in order to show both the NPGL and the alumina. The scale bar indicates
750 nm.
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Growth of the Poly(perfluorohexyl)norbornene Film on NPGL-Coated Alumina
The versatility of the polymerization process allows two polymerization approaches. The
first procedure is outlined in Figure 4.4 and is similar to the process successfully used by our
group in previous studies.27,29,31 Briefly, the NPGL-coated alumina was exposed to a 1 mM
ethanolic solution of 4–mercapto–1–butanol for at least 1 h to create a hydroxyl-terminated selfassembled monolayer (SAM) on the NPGL surface. Samples were rinsed in ethanol and gently
dried in a stream of nitrogen. Subsequent exposure of the SAM-decorated NPGL-coated alumina
membrane to a 5 mM solution of trans-3,6-endomethylene-1,2,3,6-tetrahydrophthaloyl chloride in
DCM for 30 min results in the coupling of norbornenyl groups to both the underlying hydroxyl
monolayer via ester linkages, and to hydroxyl groups on the alumina surface. Samples were
rinsed with DCM and ethanol and dried in a stream of nitrogen.

Upon exposure of the

norbornenyl decorated surfaces to a 5 mM solution of Grubbs second-generation catalyst in DCM
for 10 min, the entire membrane structure becomes active for SI–ROMP as a consequence of the
immobilization of the initiator. Samples were rinsed in DCM and immediately exposed to a 0.05
M solution of 5-(perfluorohexyl) norbornene in DCM, resulting in the growth of partially
fluorinated polymer films from both NPGL and alumina surfaces. Samples were rinsed with
DCM, ethanol, water, and dried in a stream of nitrogen. Note that this procedure may also be
used to selectively grow polymer films from the surface of alumina by eliminating the deposition
of the hydroxyl-terminated SAM.
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Figure 4.4. Schematic of SI-ROMP of 5-(perfluorohexyl) norbornene on the NPGL-coated
alumina.
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The second alternative (scheme not shown) enables the exclusive growth of a pNBF6
film on the NPGL structure. In this method, a vinyl-terminated thiol, namely, 11-undecene-1thiol was used to functionalize the NPGL structure in order to provide reactive vinyl surface sites
to which the polymerization initiator could bind. Briefly, the NPGL-coated alumina membranes
were exposed to a 1 mM solution of 11-undecene-1-thiol in ethanol for at least 1 h to create a
vinyl-terminated SAM.

Samples were rinsed with ethanol and dried in a nitrogen stream.

Subsequently, the samples were exposed to a 5 mM solution of Grubbs second-generation
catalyst in DCM for 10 min. The membranes were rinsed in DCM and immediately exposed to a
0.05 M solution of 5-(perfluorohexyl) norbornene in DCM, resulting in the growth of partially
fluorinated polymer films solely from NPGL. Samples were rinsed with DCM, ethanol, and
water and dried in a stream of nitrogen.

Sulfonation of the pNBF6 Film
The sulfonation process described by Berron et al.,29 was followed. In short, a 1.0 M
acetyl sulfate solution in DCM was prepared immediately prior to use. Acetic anhydride (2.8
mL) was added to DCM (14.0 mL) at 0 °C. Concentrated sulfuric acid (1.0 mL) was added
dropwise to the acetic acid solution resulting in a 1.0 M acetyl sulfate solution in DCM. A 1.0
mL aliquot of the 1.0 M acetyl sulfate solution was diluted to 0.1 M through the addition of 9.0
mL of dichloromethane. The pNBF6-coated NPGL-alumina assembly was exposed to the 0.1 M
solution of acetyl sulfate for 1 h to yield a surface-tethered sulfonated polymer coating. Samples
were rinsed with DCM and ethanol and dried in a nitrogen stream.
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Results and Discussion

Growth of pNBF6 in NPGL/Alumina Membrane
NPGL-coated alumina was modified to grow pNBF6 films as shown in Figure 4.4 so that
polymer is initiated within both the NPGL and the alumina pores. Figure 4.5a shows the crosssection of an unmodified assembled membrane in which the NPGL is chemically attached to the
porous alumina, clearly showing NPGL (white) and alumina (gray). Figure 4.5b displays the
cross-section of the filtration side (inlet) of an NPGL/alumina membrane after exposure to SI–
ROMP for 5 min. Four regions can be identified in this image, namely, from the bottom up, the
porous alumina, a pNBF6 interlayer, the NPGL, and an overgrown pNBF6 film atop the NPGL.
Interestingly, the pNBF6 film not only overgrows atop the NPGL but also grows between the
alumina and NPGL layers. As a consequence, the NPGL is lifted, in an even manner, from the
alumina support. The thickness of the pNBF6 interlayer and the overgrown pNBF6 atop the
NPGL averages 500 and 400 nm, respectively. This ability of SI-ROMP to slowly separate two
bound materials at an average velocity of ~2 nm/s may have applications on the separation of
surfaces to targeted nanoscale dimensions. Polymer growth is not limited to the inlet side of the
NPGL/alumina membrane; Figure 4.5c shows the partial growth of pNBF6 filament- and filmlike features along the walls of the alumina pores, indicating that the internal structure of the
alumina support is also being modified.
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a)

b)

750 nm

750 nm

c)

d)

2 µm

750 nm

Figure 4.5. Scanning electron micrographs showing cross-sections of: a) an unfunctionalized
NPGL/alumina membrane, b) the inlet side of a NPGL/alumina membrane in which pNBF6 was
grown in both NPGL and alumina for 5 min, c) the alumina region of the membrane shown in b)
in which pNBF6 filament- and film-like structures are present, d) the inlet side of a
NPGL/alumina membrane in which pNBF6 was grown only in the NPGL for 5 min.

Figure 4.5d shows the growth of pNBF6 in an NPGL/alumina membrane in which the
polymer was initiated only from the NPGL and exposed to SI–ROMP for 5 min. Polymerization
of the monomer resulted in exclusive growth of pNBF6 within and atop the NPGL. Unlike the
membrane in Figure 4.5b, in this membrane the NPGL does not rise upwards from the alumina
support, suggesting that the presence of an interlayer in Figure 4.5b is a sole contribution of the
polymer growing from the alumina. In addition, further inspection of the alumina support
validates the exclusive growth in the NPGL region as no particular polymer-like features or
structures are present inside its pores.
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Table 4.1. Wetting properties of the NPGL/alumina assembly after various steps in the
modification process. Three different polymerization times were evaluated.
Contact angle (deg)
Water

HD

θA

θA

SAM/NPGL/alumina

56 ± 1

< 15

NB(CO)2/SAM/NPGL/alumina

69 ± 2

< 15

NPGL/alumina, 1 min NBF6a

121 ± 2

69 ± 2

NPGL/alumina, 2 min NBF6a

128 ± 1

71 ± 1

NPGL/alumina, 5 min NBF6a

129 ± 2

74 ± 2

Sample

a. Contact angle values were similar on the outlet side of the alumina membrane.

Table 4.1 shows the advancing (θA) water and hexadecane (HD) contact angles of the
polymer film grown atop the NPGL-coated alumina after each step of the modification, including
the growth of pNBF6 films for 1, 2, and 5 min. Contact angle measurements on the inlet and on
the outlet side (not shown on Table 4.1) of the pNBF6-modified membrane for 1, 2, and 5 min of
polymerization exhibited similar values. Functionalization of the NPGL/alumina membrane with
a hydroxyl-terminated thiol SAM (4-mercapto-1-butanol) yielded an advancing water contact
angle (θA (water)) of 56°. Subsequent tethering of the hydroxyl moieties on the surface of the
SAM to the norbornenyl groups in NB(COCl)2 via ester linkages reduced the surface energy of
the NPGL/alumina membrane as evidenced by an increase in contact angle ((θA (water) ≈ 69°)
over that of the control SAM. Severe deformation of the drop shape did not allow measuring the
receding contact angles, which is consistent with a large roughness introduced by the NPGL
substrate. Both of these surfaces were wet by hexadecane due to the high-energy hydroxyl
surface of the SAM and the methylene content of the NB(COCl)2-modified film. Polymerization
of the NBF6 monomer in NPGL/alumina membranes dramatically altered the surface
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characteristics. Such modification is evidenced by a surge in both water and hexadecane contact
angles to represent hydrophobic and oleophobic behavior. The low wettability toward water and
hexadecane exhibited by the membranes after polymerization is ascribed to the presence of
fluorinated groups, such as –CF3 and –CF2–, on the surface of the films.27,32 Hexadecane is more
suitable to qualitatively assess the surface composition of these pNBF6 films as it exhibits a
lower surface tension than water.

This disparity makes hexadecane more sensitive to

fluorocarbon groups, and therefore, it provides a superior characterization of the surface
properties of low-energy films by magnifying dissimilarities in their surface energies. 31,33 Results
in Table 1 show that the surface of the pNBF6 films is not exclusively dominated by –CF3
moieties as the contact angles are not as high as those exhibited by dense –CF3 surfaces (~80°).34
Instead, contact angles range from 69 to 74° suggesting that not only –CF3 moieties but also –
CF2– groups may be exposed at the surface of the pNBF6 films. Furthermore, these results also
suggest that for longer polymerization times, the –CF3 groups increasingly dominate the surface
of the pNBF6 films as the surface porosity of the NPGL is diminished.
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a) 0 min

b) 1 min

c) 2 min

d) 5 min

Figure 4.6. Scanning electron micrographs of pNBF6 films grown from a 0.05 M monomer
solution NPGL-coated alumina after different polymerization times. The scale bar indicates 1
µm.

Figure 4.6 shows top view SEM images of pNBF6 films grown during 0, 1, 2, and 5 min
of polymerization.

As shown in Figure 4.6a, the NPGL-coated alumina assembly (0 min)

exhibits a random porous configuration. Figure 4.6b illustrates that after 1 min of pNBF6 growth
the porosity is greatly reduced as the polymer grows within the pores and throughout the entire
structure. Figure 4.6c shows that a 2 min polymerization further reduces pore size, almost
entirely filling the pores. A 5 min polymerization is sufficient to attain a thin polymer overlayer
that covers the whole NPGL-coated alumina assembly as shown in Figure 4.6d.
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Figure 4.7. a) Electrochemical
impedance spectra for pNBF6 films
simultaneously polymerized for 5
min in NPGL and alumina, only
alumina, and only NPGL.
b)
Equivalent circuit model used to fit
EIS spectra for pNBF6 films grown
on the NPGL/alumina assembly.
RE and WE denote reference
electrode and working electrode,
respectively. c) Electrochemical
impedance spectra collected for the
empty cell, control SAM, and
pNBF6 films polymerized for 1
and 5 min. The electrolyte solution
for a) and c) consists of a 0.1 M
aqueous solution of sodium
trifluoroacetate.
Solid lines
indicate fits of the data using an
appropriate
equivalent
circuit
model. All films were polymerized
from a 0.05 M monomer solution.

Performance of the Composite Membrane

Electrochemical Characterization
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to quantify the barrier
properties of different regions (alumina, NPGL, polymer overgrowth, etc.) within the composite
membrane and thus, provide information regarding the extent of polymer growth within these
layered structures. All impedance spectra were collected in a U-cell containing aqueous sodium
trifluoroacetate (0.1 M) where the membrane separated two cell compartments, one containing a
gold working electrode and the other containing both counter and reference electrodes. Figure
4.7a shows impedance spectra in the form of Bode magnitude plots for an empty cell (no
membrane) as well as NPGL/alumina membranes, either unfunctionalized or exposed to
mercaptobutanol to form a SAM on the NPGL surface, as well as those that were further
functionalized with pNBF6. Comparison of the spectrum for the unfunctionalized membrane to
an open cell reveals that the presence of the unfunctionalized membrane provides little, if any,
measurable impedance. Both spectra reveal a resistance at high frequencies, which we will
denote as a solution resistance, Rs, but is truly a combination of the resistances for ion migration
both in solution and through the unfunctionalized membrane.
The spectra also reveal a capacitive impedance at low frequencies due to the double layer
or interfacial capacitance of the gold working electrode and the membrane (if present).
Formation of an ultrathin SAM on the gold surface of the NPGL/alumina membrane increases the
capacitive impedance at low frequencies by 2.5-fold, consistent with the dielectric reduction often
seen at 2-D electrode surfaces for SAMs of this thickness.35

These curves do not show

resistances at low frequencies because redox active molecules that could transfer charge with the
gold electrode were not employed here. Collectively, these results indicate that the equivalent
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circuit for the SAM-functionalized and unfunctionalized membrane can be represented simply by
a solution resistance in series with an interfacial capacitance (Ci), which is affected by the
presence of a SAM deposited within the membrane.

Fits to these spectra for this simple

equivalent circuit are shown in the curves of Figure 4.7a. Figure 4.7a also shows three other
impedance spectra where pNBF6 has been grown only in the NPGL region of an NPGL/alumina
composite membrane, only in the alumina region of an alumina membrane (no NPGL), or
throughout the membrane in both the alumina and the NPGL regions of a composite membrane.
The equivalent circuit would now contain terms representing the membrane modification (Figure
4.7b), including the overall membrane capacitance (Cmem), the resistance due to polymer grown in
the gold region (RAu-film), as well as a constant phase element (CPEAl) and resistance (Rpore) for
polymer grown within and from the alumina membrane. The membrane where pNBF6 was
grown only in the NPGL region exhibits a capacitance (Cmem) at highest frequencies and a
constant resistance (RAu-film) of ~105 Ω•cm2 over most of the frequency range. Cmem and RAu-film
are attributed to the pNBF6 grown within the NPGL as well as the pNBF6 that grows atop the
NPGL membrane, as shown in the SEM image in Figure 4.5d. From the simple behavior of the
impedance spectrum, we conclude that the impedance components due to C mem and RAu-film from
pNBF6 growth dominate all other impedances in the spectrum. Thus, our equivalent circuit for
this particular membrane focuses only on the impedances due to the functionalized membrane,
Cmem and RAu-film, which are in parallel.
When pNBF6 is grown only within the alumina membrane, the spectrum exhibits three
distinct regions (Figure 4.7a). At the very highest frequencies, the slight flattening of the
spectrum indicates a resistance that is ~10 fold larger than the Rs measured for the
unfunctionalized membrane, which is ascribed to a combination of Rs and the resistance due to
the overgrown pNBF6 film on the outlet side of the alumina membrane, termed RAl-film. At low
frequencies, the large resistance (106.5 Ω•cm2) corresponds to the pNBF6 film grown within the
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alumina membrane as well as the overgrowth on the filtration (inlet) side of the membrane, where
the pores are smaller, to produce a denser polymer film within the pores as well as a thicker
overgrowth, referred to as Rpore. In comparing spectra for pNBF6 grown only within alumina to
that grown only within NPGL, the Rpore due to pNBF6 growth in alumina is 50-fold greater than
the RAu-film due to growth in gold, which is reasonable considering the 600-fold greater thickness
of the alumina membrane (60 µm) versus NPGL (100 nm).

Connecting those regions at

intermediate frequencies is a capacitive region that corresponds to the dielectric properties of the
pNBF6-functionalized alumina membrane. The lower capacitive impedance for alumina at high
frequencies as compared to pNBF6 grown only in NPGL is consistent with solution penetration
into the alumina membrane to greatly increase the effective dielectric constant. Further support
for solution penetration is derived from the fact that the intermediate region cannot be fit with an
ideal capacitor but rather a constant phase element (CPEAl) that accounts for heterogeneity.36
The final spectrum of interest in Figure 4.7a corresponds to the case where pNBF6 is
grown both within the alumina and the NPGL regions of the composite membrane.

This

spectrum exhibits two RC time constants and nearly matches the addition of the two spectra for
the above cases where pNBF6 is grown in only the NPGL and only the alumina.

This

approximate matching of the actual spectrum with the added spectra of the controls reinforces the
assignment of equivalent circuit components and provides physical insight toward ion penetration
within the pNBF6-functionalized composite membrane. The spectrum was fit with the equivalent
circuit shown in Figure 4.7b that comprises the components identified when describing the above
controls. At high frequencies, we observe the RC time constant corresponding to the total
membrane capacitance (Cmem) and the resistance due to polymer grown from and within NPGL
(RAu-film), and at intermediate to lower frequencies we observe the time constant for the polymerfunctionalized alumina. From the values derived from this equivalent circuit in Table 4.2, we
conclude that the larger real impedance in this composite membrane is due to the pNBF6 grown
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throughout the alumina but that the pNBF6-modified NPGL provides high impedance at high
frequencies where the timescale for permeation is short.
To investigate the effect of polymerization time, Figure 4.7c shows representative Bode
plots for the control SAM and pNBF6 films polymerized for 1 and 5 min. These films clearly
exhibit higher impedance than that of the control SAM at all frequencies. As shown in Figure
4.6d, a period of 5 min of polymerization creates a film that completely fills the pores and covers
the entire surface of the NPGL, whereas a 1 min period (see Figure 4.6b) forms a film on the
NPGL ligands but does not seal the pores entirely. Despite the difference in growth extent on
NPGL, both the 1 and 5 min pNBF6 films exhibit a similar impedance response at high
frequencies. This behavior in impedance suggests that 1 min of polymerization is enough time to
create a film to fill the volume of the pores and affect ion transport. A major dissimilarity in the
performance of these pNBF6 films as a barrier is seen at intermediate and low frequencies, where
the 5 min pNBF6 film offers a superior barrier to ion transport. From Figure 4.7a, the impedance
contribution of the alumina substrate corresponds to this low to intermediate range in frequency.
Therefore, 1 min of polymerization is not sufficient to fill the pores of the alumina. As a
consequence, the resistance of the 1 min film at low frequencies is at least an order of magnitude
lower than that of a 5 min film. Table 4.2 shows a summary of film resistance and film
capacitance for these fluorinated polymer films, which quantitatively shows that the blocking
nature of these pNBF6 films progressively improves as polymerization time increases.
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Table 4.2. Impedance properties of the pNBF6 films polymerized within NPGL/alumina, NPGL,
and alumina from a 0.05 M monomer solution. Experiments were done in a 0.1 M NaTFA
solution.
Polym.
time
(min)

Log RAu-film
(Ω•cm2)

Cmem (nF/cm2)

Log Rpore (Ω•cm2)

CPEAl (µS•sα)

α

W
(µS•s0.5)

SAM/NPGL/alumina

0

–

–

–

29.3 ± 1.2

0.91

–

pNBF6/aluminaa

5

–

–

6.68 ± 0.01

0.010 ± 0.001

0.94

–

pNBF6/NPGLa

5

4.59 ± 0.07

0.57 ± 0.17

–

–

–

56.3

pNBF6/NPGL/alumina

5

5.20 ± 0.13

0.42 ± 0.04

7.14 ± 0.07

0.030 ± 0.001

0.78

–

1

4.89 ± 0.02

0.48 ± 0.01

5.72 ± 0.02

0.68 ± 0.03

0.43

–

Sample

a. Selectively grown on this substrate.

Effect of Sulfonation of pNBF6 on the Performance of the Composite Membrane
Figure 4.8a shows representative Bode plots taken in the presence of a 0.1 M NaTFA
solution for pNBF6 films grown on the NPGL/alumina assembly for 1 and 5 min before and after
1 h of sulfonation. In both cases, impedance spectra exhibit a substantial reduction, indicating
that ion transport through the composite membrane is significantly enhanced. Moreover, the
spectrum for the sulfonated pNBF6 film grown for 1 min begins to approach that of the control
SAM at low and high frequency. Table 4.3, for example, shows that Rpore for the 1 and 5 min
pNBF6 films decreased by 40 and 67 fold, respectively, after sulfonation. These results suggest a
significantly greater penetration of aqueous solution through the membrane. The considerable
decrease in impedance is consistent with sulfonation of chain unsaturation in the polymer
backbone to yield sulfonate and hydroxyl groups, as we and others have shown for 2-D
films.29,37,38 Upon sulfonation of the pNBF6 films, water and hexadecane contact angles exhibit a
slight decrease, indicating that the surfaces are still hydrophobic and oleophobic and contain
predominantly –CF2– and –CF3 groups.
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Figure 4.8. a) Electrochemical impedance spectra collected for the control SAM and pNBF6
films grown for 1 or 5 min, as indicated, before and after 1 h of sulfonation. Electrolyte solution
consists of a 0.1 M aqueous solution of NaTFA. b) EIS spectra for a pNBF6 film grown for 5
min after 1 h of sulfonation. Three different 0.1 M electrolyte solutions, namely, NaAc, NaCl,
and NaTFA were used. Solid lines indicate fits of the data using an appropriate equivalent circuit
model.

Figure 4.8b shows impedance spectra of the anion selectivity for a 5 min pNBF6 film
after sulfonation. Selectivity toward NaTFA over the other salts is evidenced by a 3 – 4 fold
lower film resistance (see Table 4.3). This low impedance corroborates the importance of the
chemical affinity of the solute for the polymer. Despite the fact that chloride is the smallest anion
among the three salts, its spectrum exhibits higher impedance than that of the largest
trifluoroacetate (TFA) anion over the entire frequency range. Similarly, the impedance response
for the acetate anion is higher than that of the sodium TFA salt. Such specific impedance
responses may be explained on the basis that the TFA anion exhibits a higher chemical affinity
for the polymer film than do the other two species, and therefore, it permeates more readily. The
permeability (P) of these solutes in the polymer matrix depends on their diffusion coefficient (D)
in the membrane and partition coefficient (K) from the aqueous phase into the membrane:8
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In general, the diffusion coefficient for large molecules is lower than that of small
molecules, and for this reason the diffusivity of NaTFA should be lower than that of the two other
salts due to the large size of the anion. For example, the TFA anion has a 45% greater van der
Waals volume than the Ac anion.38,39 Accordingly, NaTFA would not be expected to permeate as
rapidly as NaAc or NaCl. However, permeation of the fluorinated salt is higher than that of the
two other solutes as suggested by the EIS spectrum in Figure 4.8b, based on its higher
capacitance and lower resistance, indicating that the solubility of the TFA anion is a key
parameter in this case. The fact that the surface of the pNBF6 film grown on the NPGL-coated
alumina is dominated by –CF2– and –CF3 groups promotes partitioning of the TFA anion into the
membrane and, in turn, facilitates the permeation of the salt, as compared to the smaller nonfluorinated anions.

This result is consistent with findings by other groups.

Goss et al. 40

demonstrated that fluorinated solutes exhibit smaller van der Waals interactions per molecular
contact area than other organic compounds of similar size, and as a consequence, partitioning of
the former into fluorous media is more prevalent than that of the latter. Recently, Zhang et al. 41
showed that replacement of a hydrogen atom by a fluorine atom in a solute, increases the partition
coefficient into fluorous media to greater extent than it decreases the diffusion coefficient of the
solute. This was evidenced by the greater permeability exhibited by species with higher molar
mass/critical volumes when compared to those of lower molar mass/critical volumes through a
highly fluorinated membrane.
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Table 4.3. Impedance properties and contact angles of pNBF6 films before and after 1 h
sulfonation.
Contact angle (deg)
Poly.
time
(min)

Sample

Salt

Log RAu-film
(Ω•cm2)

Cmem
(nF/cm2)

Log Rpore
(Ω•cm2)

CPEAl
(µS•sα)

α

W
(µS•s0.5)

Water

HD

θA

θA

SAM/NPGL/
alumina

0

NaTFA

–

–

–

29.3 ± 1.2

0.91

56 ± 1

< 15

pNBF6/NPGL/
alumina

1

NaTFA

4.89 ± 0.02

0.48 ± 0.01

5.72 ± 0.02

0.68 ±
0.03

0.43

121 ± 2

69 ± 2

SulfpNBF6/NPGL/
alumina

1

NaTFA

–

–

4.11 ± 0.04

26.1 ± 2.5

0.41

116 ± 1

66 ± 2

pNBF6/NPGL/
alumina

5

NaTFA

5.20 ± 0.13

0.42 ± 0.04

7.14 ± 0.07

0.030 ±
0.001

0.78

129 ± 2

74 ± 2

SulfpNBF6/NPGL/
alumina

71 ± 1

NaTFA

–

–

5.31± 0.05

0.040 ±
0.001

121 ± 1

5

0.83

SulfpNBF6/NPGL/
alumina

5

NaCl

–

–

5.84 ± 0.04

0.020 ±
0.001

0.88

SulfpNBF6/NPGL/
alumina

5

NaAc

–

–

5.92 ± 0.04

0.020 ±
0.002

0.89

5.41

12.98

Conclusions
The integration of NPGL with alumina supports to form a porous composite membrane
has been successfully achieved. The use of silane chemistry provided functionalization and
subsequent integration of the alumina membrane with NPGL.

SI–ROMP facilitated the

incorporation of a partially fluorinated thin film into the porous NPGL-alumina assembly. SEM
images and contact angle measurements confirm formation of the thin polymer film. The porous
microstructure of the NPGL/alumina assembly as well as the ion transport properties of the
membrane can be altered by regulating the polymerization time of the NBF6 monomer.
Conformal pNBF6 films polymerized for 5 min exhibit impedance on the order of 1 × 10 7 Ω•cm2
for sodium trifluoroacetate, indicating that the composite membrane has ultralow pinhole defect
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density.

In addition, EIS characterization shows that ion transport through the composite

membrane is substantially enhanced after sulfonation. The fluorinated nature of the polymer thin
film renders the membrane selective towards ions with similar chemical properties. For this
reason, the sulfonated membrane is more permeable to the ion transport of sodium
trifluoroacetate than it is to sodium chloride or sodium acetate.
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CHAPTER V

AMPLIFICATION OF SURFACE-INITIATED RING-OPENING METATHESIS
POLYMERIZATION OF 5-(PERFLUORO-N-ALKYL)NORBORNENES BY
MACROINITIATION

Adapted with permission from Escobar, C. A.; Harl, R. R.; Maxwell, K. E.; Mahfuz, N. N.;
Rogers, B. R.; Jennings, G. K. Amplification of Surface-Initiated Ring-Opening Metathesis
Polymerization of 5-(Perfluoro-n-alkyl)norbornenes by Macroinitiation. Langmuir 2013, 29,
12560-12571. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

Introduction
Surface-initiated polymerization (SIP) or “grafting from” approaches provide robust
chemisorption, a vast range of available compositions and chemistries, tunable thicknesses, and
the ability to conformally and uniformly coat planar and non-planar architectures.1-3 A key
limitation of SIP approaches in the application of coatings has been that, with a few exceptions,4-6
the resulting films are too thin to offer the requisite protection and robustness. Thickness is an
important parameter of coatings that enables improvement of the blocking properties and
robustness of the film. For example, an increase in thickness translates into longer diffusion
times, i.e., undesirable species would have to penetrate to a greater extent in order to reach the
underlying surface.7

Several research groups,4,8 including ours,6,9 have reported different

polymerization strategies to grow polymer films exceeding 1 µm in thickness on a wide variety of
substrates. However, reports on surface-initiated, fast-growing, partially fluorinated films of
these thicknesses are scarce. In this connection, fluorinated and partially fluorinated polymers
attract great technological interest because of their unique physicochemical properties, including
excellent chemical resistance, high thermal stability, repellence towards water and oils, superior
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outdoor durability, and exceptional mechanical and thermal properties.10 Accordingly, these
polymers exhibit high performance in a wide range of applications, such as protective
coatings,11,12 membrane separations,13,14 low surface-energy surfaces,15,16 and electronics.17,18
Therefore, the ability to combine the many practical benefits of SIP with new approaches to
enable the routine production of coatings with thickness greater than 1 µm could have a profound
impact in the area of specialty coatings.
Of the many classes of SIP, intense research over the past decade has led to the
development and recognition of SI-ATRP and SI-ROMP as robust, versatile, and well-established
techniques.2,17,19,20 For example, SI-ATRP is widely used because it enables the preparation of a
wide range of polymer brushes with diverse chemical functionality and controlled thickness from
both flat and curved surfaces, and porous substrates.2,21 Similarly, SI-ROMP stands out as a
useful technique for synthesizing polymers with tailorable functionalities22 to achieve attractive
biological, electronic, and mechanical properties.20 Most importantly, SI-ROMP provides fast
polymerization rates, even at room temperature in ambient conditions, which result in the rapid
growth of thick polymer films.

Salient advantages of SI-ROMP include tolerance towards

functional groups, preparation of high-molecular weight polymers, and preservation of the olefin
functionality in the resulting polymer.23 In this chapter, I report on the synergistic combination of
SI-ATRP and SI-ROMP as a versatile method to grow exceptionally thick partially fluorinated
surface-initiated polymer films.
Some of the thickest SIP films reported in the literature have been achieved by employing
SI-ATRP or SI-ROMP polymerization techniques. For example, Huang et al.8 extended the
aqueous solution-phase ATRP method developed by Armes et al.24 to SI-ATRP. They used a
mixed halide initiation system comprised of CuCl and CuBr2 to successfully and controllably
grow poly(2-hydroxyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) films with thickness up to 700 nm in 12 h of
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polymerization time. In addition, the study demonstrated that the hydroxyl groups in the PHEMA
films could be further derivatized, providing an opportunity to fine-tune the physicochemical
properties of the polymer brushes. Similarly, Brantley et al.25 and Saha et al.26 have grown thick
polymer films using SI-ATRP. The SI-ROMP of norbornene and its derivatives are among the
thickest polymer films produced by an SIP technique.27 For instance, Weck et al.17 performed
early work on employing SI-ROMP as an alternative technique to overcome the challenges that
other SIP techniques faced at the time, such as side reactions and impurities on the surface, and
were able to grow polymer brushes of substituted norbornenes on gold with thicknesses up to
several hundreds of nanometers. In an effort to create covalently attached, organic overlayers on
silicon (111) substrates, Juang et al.18 combined a chlorination/alkylation process, in order to
form catalyst-anchoring allyl groups on the silicon substrate, with SI-ROMP.

As a result,

electrically insulating polymer layers of polynorbornene with thicknesses of up to 5.5 µm were
produced. Similarly, Rutenberg et al.28 employed SI-ROMP to fabricate polymer dielectric layers
for field effect transistors that exhibited a thickness of 1.2 µm. Recently, our group16 reported on
the formation of partially fluorinated films by means of SI-ROMP exhibiting critical surface
tensions from 9 – 18 mN•m-1 and thicknesses in excess of 1 µm.
High grafting density is essential in the formation of thick surface-initiated polymer
films.29 Consequently, researchers have resorted to the use of macroinitiators as a tool to enhance
grafting density.3 This approach has been applied, in particular, in the formation of polymer films
by SI-ATRP.30 For example, Liu et al.31 deposited poly(glycidyl methacrylate) onto silicon
wafers followed by exposure to bromoacetic acid vapor to create a macroinitiator for subsequent
SI-ATRP. As a result, the initiator surface density achieved by this method exceeded that
reported for the self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of ATRP initiators by a factor of ~ 13 (~
40•nm-2 for a 6-nm-thick macroinitiator vs. ~ 3•nm-2 for a SAM). Investigations reporting on the
use of macroinitiators in conjunction with SI-ROMP are scarce. In this regard, the work done by
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Detrembleur and co-workers4 and Voccia et al.5 is worthy of mention. These groups successfully
integrated electrografting32,33 and SI-ROMP as a versatile approach to prepare dense polymer
films on conducting substrates.
The efficiency and quality of fluorinated and partially fluorinated films, which often yield
critical surface tensions as low or lower than fully fluorinated polymers because of the
segregation of the fluorocarbon chains to the interface,15,16 depend to a great extent on the
deposition techniques used to create them. For example, conventional deposition methods based
on physisorption give rise to weak interactions that undermine the adhesion between the film and
the solid surface, rendering the films unstable.15,16,34 Conversely, SIP is an ideal approach to avert
such deficiency, as demonstrated by several groups.35 Here, I describe the sequential use of two
versatile SIP techniques, namely, SI-ATRP and SI-ROMP, in the preparation of thick partially
fluorinated polymer films prepared from 5-(perfluoro-n-alkyl)norbornenes (NBFn), where n
represents the number of carbons present in the fluorocarbon side chain, e.g., 4, 6, 8, and 10.

Experimental Methods

Polymerization
Two approaches were used to grow partially fluorinated polymer films from gold
substrates, namely, initiation from a monolayer and initiation from a macroinitiator. In both
cases, the films were grown from 0.05, 0.2, and 1 M monomer solutions and allowed to
polymerize for 1, 5, and 15 min in each concentration. In the monolayer approach, the gold
samples were exposed to a 1 mM ethanolic solution of 4-mercapto-1-butanol for at least 1 h to
form a chemisorbed hydroxyl-terminated SAM. Afterwards, samples were rinsed in ethanol and
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dried in a stream of nitrogen. The dried substrates were exposed to a 5 mM solution of NBDAC
in DCM for 30 min. Then, samples were rinsed with DCM and ethanol, and dried in a stream of
nitrogen. These substrates were exposed to a 5 mM solution of Grubbs second-generation
catalyst in DCM for 10 min. Upon removal from solution, samples were rinsed with DCM and
immediately placed in a solution of NBFn (n = 4, 6, 8, 10) in DCM for 1, 5, or 15 min. After
polymerization, samples were rinsed with DCM, ethanol, water, and dried in a stream of nitrogen.
In the macroinitiator approach, the gold substrates were sequentially exposed to two
surface-initiated polymerization processes, specifically, SI-ATRP and SI-ROMP. SI-ATRP was
performed to grow a PHEMA film, which, after modification, served as a macroinitiator layer for
the SI-ROMP process. The procedure to grow PHEMA from the gold substrates is similar to that
reported by Brantley et al.25 Briefly, gold substrates were exposed to a 1 mM ethanolic solution
of the disulfide ATRP initiator (BrC(CH3)2COO(CH2)11S)2 for 24 h.8,36 Afterward, these initiatorbearing samples were rinsed with ethanol, dried in a stream of nitrogen, and placed in vials sealed
with rubber septa. These vials underwent a subsequent degassing and back-filling process with
nitrogen. The polymerization mixture consisting of CuI/CuII/bpy (69 mM CuCl, 20 mM CuBr2,
195 mM bpy) in a 50:50 v:v water/HEMA solution, contained in a Schlenk flask sealed with a
rubber septum, was exposed to a degassing process by performing three freeze-pump-thaw
cycles. Subsequently, the mixture was transferred via cannula into the vials containing the
ATRP-active substrates. After 12 h of polymerization at room temperature, samples were rinsed
with water and DMF and dried with nitrogen.
To perform the SI-ROMP process, the PHEMA samples were subsequently exposed to a
20 mM NBDAC solution in DMF for 3 h and were thoroughly rinsed with DMF and ethanol after
removal from solution and dried in a stream of nitrogen. In a similar manner to that in the
monolayer initiation process, samples were exposed to a 5 mM solution of Grubbs second84

generation catalyst in DCM for 10 min. Subsequently, samples were thoroughly rinsed with
DCM and immediately placed in a solution of NBFn (n = 4, 6, 8, 10) in DCM for 1, 5, or 15 min.
After polymerization, the samples were rinsed with DCM, ethanol, water, and dried with a stream
of nitrogen. All SI-ROMP reactions took place under ambient conditions, unless otherwise
indicated.

Results and Discussion

The polymerization of partially fluorinated films from gold-coated substrates was
achieved via monolayer initiation and macroinitiation. In the former process,16 exposure of a
SAM prepared from 4-mercapto-1-butanol on gold to an NBDAC solution led to the coupling of
the norbornenyl group to the underlying hydroxyl monolayer via ester linkages. Subsequent
exposure to a Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst solution rendered the surface active for SI–ROMP.23
In the latter approach, depicted in Scheme 5.1, the gold-coated substrates underwent an SI-ATRP
process to grow a PHEMA macroinitiator.

The use of PHEMA as a macroinitiator is

advantageous, as the hydroxyl groups present in the side chain of each repeating unit can be
further derivatized to introduce initiating groups from which other polymerization processes can
take place.8,25 In this case, some of the hydroxyl groups in the PHEMA film were acylated by
exposure to a 20 mM solution of NBDAC in DMF to produce norbornenyl groups throughout the
film. In contrast to the monolayer approach, DMF replaced DCM as the solvent in the acylation
process because DMF swells PHEMA for attachment of the norbornenyl groups. For example,
the solubility parameter, δ, for PHEMA is ~ 27 (MPa)1/2,37 whereas the values of δ for DMF and
DCM are 24.8 and 19.8 (MPa)1/2, respectively.38

This proximity in solubility parameters

promotes stretching of the surface-bound polymer chains away from the surface as opposed to
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adopting a collapsed coil regime,39 rendering the hydroxyl groups more accessible for further
reaction. After the acylation process, the norbornenyl-decorated PHEMA films were exposed to
a solution containing Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst, which becomes immobilized by breaking
and reforming the olefin double bond of the norbornenyl ring and consequently opening it.28
Through this modification, the PHEMA macroinitiator becomes active for SI-ROMP.
Subsequent immersion of the ROMP-active substrates in solutions of NBFn in DCM resulted in
the growth of partially fluorinated polymer films.

Macroinitiator Characterization

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
The use of XPS to examine the composition of the outer ~10 nm of the PHEMA film
before and after the acylation and activation processes provided a quantitative assessment of the
extent of conversion of the side chain hydroxyl groups in PHEMA with NBDAC, as well as the
degree of attachment of the Ru-based catalyst to the norbornenyl groups of the acylated PHEMA
films.
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Scheme 5.1. Polymerization process of partially fluorinated films initiated from a PHEMA
macroinitiator.

The XPS survey spectrum in Figure 5.1a shows the two major binding energy peaks of a
PHEMA film: O 1s at 532 eV and C 1s at 284.8 eV. Figure 5.1b shows the high resolution C 1s
spectrum of the PHEMA film deconvoluted into three peak components representing the different
carbon bonds in PHEMA: C–C at 284.8 eV, C–O at 286.3 eV, and the carbonyl carbon (O–
C=O) at 288.7 eV.40 Figure 5.1c shows the survey spectrum of PHEMA upon acylation, in
which, besides the O 1s and C 1s peaks at 532 and 284.8 eV, respectively, an emission peak
appears at 200 eV. This new peak, attributed to the binding energy of Cl 2p,40 is indicative of a
single ester bond between the hydroxyl groups of PHEMA and NBDAC (vide infra). The
deconvoluted C 1s core-level spectrum of the modified PHEMA shown in Figure 5.1d exhibits a
weakened C–O peak at 286.4 eV, consistent with a decrease in the number of C–OH bonds after
the acylation reaction. Figure 5.1e shows a survey spectrum of the modified PHEMA film after
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exposure to the Ru catalyst solution, in which, in addition to the O 1s (532 eV), C 1s (284.4 eV),
and Cl 2p (200 eV) peaks, the Ru 3p3/2 and N 1s peaks appear at 462 and 400 eV, respectively, to
signal the successful incorporation of the catalyst. The N 1s signal arises as a consequence of the
presence of nitrogen atoms in the N-heterocyclic carbene ligand of the catalyst. Moreover, the
high resolution C 1s spectrum in Figure 5.1f shows a Ru transition peak, assigned as Ru 3d5/2, at ~
280 eV.
Table 5.1 summarizes the measured percentage of C 1s bonding states for PHEMA films
in each of the modification steps prior to SI-ROMP. The PHEMA repeat unit contains 3 C-C
bonds, one C–O bond, one C–OH bond, and one O–C=O bond, summing to a theoretical C 1s
bonding composition of 50% C–C, 33.3% C–O/C–OH, and 16.7% O–C=O, which matches well
with measured values. The increasing trend in C–C bonding is consistent with the introduction of
hydrocarbon molecules into the unmodified PHEMA film, such as the norbornenyl di-acid
chloride and the N-heterocyclic carbene ligand of the catalyst. The decreasing percentage in C–O
bonding is consistent with the decrease of the C–O peak in Figure 5.1d, which is ascribed to the
reaction of the hydroxyl groups with NBDAC. Similarly, the slight increase in O–C=O bonding
may be attributed to the addition of ester groups present in NBDAC. The XPS-determined
atomic composition and percentage of the different C 1s bonding states of the acylated PHEMA
film on Table 5.1, serve to estimate the extent of conversion of the hydroxyl groups in PHEMA.
The estimation assumes that the detected chlorine remains from a monodentate reaction between
NBDAC and a hydroxyl group of PHEMA. Accordingly, the calculation suggests that 5% of the
hydroxyl termini in PHEMA formed a single ester bond, 33% formed two ester bonds, and 62%
were unreacted. In addition, Table 5.1 shows the atomic compositions of the PHEMA films after
each modification step. Comparison of the calculated atomic composition and percentages of C
1s bonding states versus those obtained experimentally for the acylated PHEMA are shown in
Table A.1 (see APPENDIX A).
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Figure 5.1. XPS survey scans of a) PHEMA, c) acylated PHEMA, and e) activated PHEMA.
XPS high resolution scans of C 1s core levels for b) PHEMA, d) acylated PHEMA, and f)
activated PHEMA.
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Table 5.1. Measured percentage of C 1s bonding states and atomic compositions for PHEMA
films before and after acylation, and after activation.
C 1s bonding (%)

Sample

Atomic Compositions

C–C

C–O

O–C=O

C

O

Cl

N

Ru

PHEMA

49.9

33.6

16.5

65.6

34.4

0

0

0

PHEMA, NBDAC

56.8

24.7

18.5

68.3

31.3

0.4

0

0

PHEMA, NBDAC, Ru

59.7

26.1

14.2

71

26.3

1

1.2

0.5

The extent of the reaction between the catalyst and the immobilized norbornenyl groups
was determined by the Ru atomic composition observed after exposure of the modified-PHEMA
film to the catalyst solution. Table 5.2 presents a comparison of the calculated and measured
compositions of the acylated PHEMA film after exposure to a 5 mM DCM solution of Grubbs
second-generation catalyst for 10 min. The values for the NBDAC attachment to PHEMA,
summarized in Table A.1 in APPENDIX A, were used as the potential number of bonding sites
for the catalyst molecule. In this case, the calculated Ru atomic composition was fit such that it
matched the experimental counterpart. In addition, the calculated values were estimated by
adding 27 carbons, 2 chlorines, 1 ruthenium, and 2 nitrogens for every catalyst molecule attached.
Results from this calculation suggest that 7% (± 1%) of the norbornenyl groups reacted with a
catalyst molecule.

The atomic composition of Ru in the norbornenyl-decorated SAM, by

contrast, could not be determined due to lack of Ru signal-to-noise in XPS. This outcome
suggests that the amount of immobilized Ru molecules on the SAM is below the detection limit
of approximately ± 0.1 at%.
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Table 5.2. Calculated and experimental atomic compositions of the acylated PHEMA after
exposure to the catalyst solution. Calculations were obtained by an atom balance based on the
measured Ru composition.
Sample: PHEMA, NBDAC, Ru
Calculation

C
72.0

O
25.1

Cl
1.4

Ru
0.5

N
1.0

Experimental

71.0

26.3

1.0

0.5

1.2

Angle resolved XPS (ARXPS) enables the inference of compositional changes with depth
into the film, usually up to 10 nm below the surface. Data collected at lower take-off angles
(defined with respect to the surface parallel) offer insight into the outermost surface composition,
whereas data collected at higher angles provide information deeper into the film. In an attempt to
characterize the depth distribution of Ru into the modified-PHEMA films, ARXPS data were
collected from the modified-PHEMA sample exposed to the catalyst solution. Results shown in
Table 5.3 suggest a higher concentration of the catalyst at the surface than in the bulk, as
evidenced by the decrease in the atomic composition of Ru with an increase in take-off angle.
Notably, the atomic composition of Ru remains constant for take-off angles above 60°. Such
stable composition suggests that the initiator is bound within the film, at least to an extent equal
to the maximum depth resolution of the technique. These results indicate that the anchoring of
the catalyst is not limited to the outermost portion of the surface, as if this were the case, a
continuous reduction of the atomic composition with increasing take-off angle would be
expected.
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Table 5.3. Atomic compositions of the activated PHEMA film determined from data collected
using take off angles between 15° and 90° off surface parallel.
Angle (deg)

C

O

N

Ru

Cl

15
30
45
60
80
90

71.3
71.4
71.2
71.1
71.1
71.1

25.8
26.2
26.6
26.9
26.9
27.1

1.6
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.2

0.7
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.6
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS)
To quantitatively assess the areal density of Ru catalyst in the modified-PHEMA film, we
characterized activated PHEMA films using RBS. A thinner gold layer (25 nm) was used for this
characterization because a thicker one would result in a broad, intense substrate peak that would
obscure the signal due to Ru. Figure 5.2a shows the RBS spectrum for an activated PHEMA film
that clearly shows the silicon, chromium, gold, and ruthenium transitions, along with those of the
elements comprising the PHEMA film (carbon and oxygen). The Ru peak was fit with a single
Gaussian peak, and by using a secondary Bi implanted standard (see Chapter III) and the area of
the Ru peak, the Ru areal density was estimated at ~3.7 × 1014 atoms•cm-2.

A thorough

explanation of the common method to perform this calculation can be found elsewhere.41 For
comparison, the estimated coverage of a densely packed monolayer of this catalyst is equivalent
to ~ 1.2 × 1014 molecules•cm-2 (see APPENDIX A). Further, because the coverage of the Ru
catalyst is known to be less than 10% in previous studies based on monolayer initiation,42 the use
of a macroinitiator results in at least 30-times greater amounts of Ru catalyst bound per geometric
area.
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Thickness
Figure 5.2b shows the effect of the PHEMA thickness on the ultimate thickness of
pNBF8 films, as measured by profilometry. The thickness of the resulting pNBF8 film increases
as the thickness of PHEMA increases, but the thinnest PHEMA film was the most efficient
initiator of pNBF8 films. For example, comparison of its thickness (~ 0.03 µm) to that of its
corresponding pNBF8 film (1.9 ± 0.08 µm) shows that the pNBF8 film was 64 times thicker. By
comparison, the thickness of pNBF8 films grown from PHEMA films ~ 0.09, 0.17, and 0.28 µm
thick were thicker than their initiating films by factors of ~ 35, 20, and 15, respectively. This
decreasing trend suggests that initiator bound at increasing depths below the activated PHEMA
surface is less efficient in producing polymer, although the general increase in pNBF8 thickness
with PHEMA thickness suggests that some initiator located more than 170 nm below the surface
does contribute.
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Figure 5.2. a) RBS spectrum for an activated PHEMA film, b) thickness profile of pNBF8 films
grown from PHEMA films as thick as ~ 0.03, 0.09, 0.17, and 0.28 µm. Polymerizations were
performed in a 0.05 M monomer solution during 15 min. Respective PHEMA thicknesses were
subtracted from the final pNBF8 thickness values.
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Polymer Film Properties

Reflectance Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (RAIRS)
Figure 5.3 shows the reflectance absorbance IR spectra of a PHEMA film and its
compositional changes after the acylation and polymerization steps. PHEMA is characterized by
absorption bands originating from hydroxyl stretching (3200 – 3650 cm-1), C=O stretching (1732
cm-1), C–H stretching vibrations of CH2 and CH3 groups (2800 – 3050 cm-1), and in-plane
bending vibrations of CH2, twist and rock vibrations of CH2, and stretching vibrations of C–O–C
at 1483, 1367, and 1079 cm-1, respectively.43 The most noticeable changes in the IR spectrum of
PHEMA after the acylation process are the reduction of the hydroxyl peak and the appearance of
a broader, more intense carbonyl peak that represents both the PHEMA carbonyl and the carbonyl
formed after the reaction (~ 1738 cm-1), both of which suggest that the –OH groups in the film
reacted with NBDAC to form esters. After exposure to NBF8 for 1 min, the intensity of the C–H
stretching vibrations increased significantly, owing to the presence of cyclic methylene stretching
from the cyclopentane units in the pNBF8 backbone. The decline in the intensity of the carbonyl
peak may be attributed to the growth of a thick pNBF8 film, i.e., the average thickness for this
film was 1 µm, which is slightly opaque and may obscure the intensity of the C=O peak by
limiting the reflectance of the IR beam. In addition, strong CF2 bands appeared from 1100 –
1400 cm-1 as a consequence of the fluorocarbon side chain in the monomer unit. Specifically,
two types of CF2 stretching are present: those parallel to the helical structure of the fluorocarbon
chain (νax (CF2), 1300 – 1400 cm-1) and those perpendicular to the helical axis (νpd (CF2), 1100 –
1300 cm-1).16 The large ratio of νpd (CF2):νax (CF2) absorbances in the IR spectrum suggests that
the majority of the fluorocarbon chains in the film assume a parallel orientation.16
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Figure 5.3. Reflectance absorption IR spectra of PHEMA on gold-coated substrates before and
after the acylation and polymerization processes. The polymerization step ended after 1 min.
The spectra have been offset vertically for clarity.

Contact Angles
Table 5.4 summarizes the measured advancing (θA) water and hexadecane (HD) contact
angles for pNBFn films grown in a 0.05 M monomer solution after 15 min of polymerization.
The trend exhibited in both water and HD contact angles with chain length agrees with the critical
surface tensions (γC) that we have previously reported for monolayer-initiated films.16 As n
increases from 4 to 8, the oleophobicity and hydrophobicity increase due to increasing coverage
of fluorocarbons on the surface. The low γC values for n = 6, 8, and 10 suggest that the surface is
rich in –CF3 groups as a pure –CF3 surface has a γC = 6 mN•m-1, whereas a –CF2– surface has a γC
of ~ 18 mN•m-1. The higher wettability of pNBF10 films towards water and HD (as compared to
pNBF8) may be attributed to its larger CF2:CF3 ratio, which leads to more –CF2– groups exposed
at the outer surface and increases its γC.16,44 Comparison of the measured water contact angles for
a common fluorocarbon chain length suggests that, at low concentrations, the hydrophobicity of
the resulting films is irrespective of the initiation process, whereas macroinitiated films of pNBF4
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and pNBF6 were more oleophobic than their monolayer-initiated counterparts.

Similarly,

increasing the polymerization time does not have an effect on the hydrophobicity of the films, as
the θA (H2O) for 1 and 5 min of polymerization (not shown) are similar to those for 15 min.
However, a moderate increase in both the hydrophobic and oleophobic character of the films
occurred with an increase in concentration (see Table A.2 in APPENDIX A), for which
macroinitiated films exhibited a more pronounced effect (vide infra).

Table 5.4. Wetting properties of the pNBFn films prepared in a 0.05 M monomer solution, after
15 min of polymerization at 21 °C. Contact angles are in degrees.
Monolayer
pNBFn

γC (mN•m-1) θA (H2O)

Macroinitiator

θA (HD)

θA (H2O)

θA (HD)

4

19 ± 2

112 ± 1

58 ± 1

113 ± 1

67 ± 1

6

13 ± 1

118 ± 2

71 ± 1

120 ± 1

74 ± 1

8

9±1

126 ± 1

78 ± 1

127 ± 1

76 ± 3

10

11 ± 1

119 ± 3

71 ± 1

120 ± 1

71 ± 2

Figures 5.4a – c show SEM images of the surface topography of macroinitiated pNBF8
films polymerized in different monomer concentrations for 15 min at 21 °C. All films show a
relatively smooth base supporting globular-like structures. A closer inspection of the surface
reveals that these features result from the surface-initiated polymerization process, as they are
actually emerging from the smooth areas of the film. Increasing the monomer concentration from
0.05 M (Figure 5.4a) to 0.2 M (Figure 5.4b) causes the round structures to agglomerate to form
isolated, multiple scaled clusters comprised of tens, and in some cases, hundreds of globules.
When the polymerization process takes place at a higher monomer concentration (1 M), the
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clusters become interconnected by, what seems to be, a continuous emergence of globular
features, resulting in a denser network of larger structures, as shown in Figure 5.4c. An example
of a hemisphere-like structure with diameter of ~ 25 µm is shown as well. The increased
roughness at higher concentrations results in a higher advancing H2O and HD contact angles (see
Table A.2 in APPENDIX A). Figure 5.4d shows a remarkable example of how polymerization
temperature affects surface roughness, and consequently, the wettability of a macroinitiated
pNBF8 film polymerized at 38 °C in a 0.05 M monomer solution. Notably, despite the fact that
the polymerization occurred at a low monomer concentration, the density of visible and emerging
globular features and clusters is larger than those of films grown at 21 °C. As a result, the film
exhibited an increase in both θA (water) (~ 165°) and θA (HD) (~ 94°).

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
The robustness, stability, thickness, and low wettability towards water and oils exhibited
by these partially fluorinated films make them ideal candidates to be used as protective coatings.
To characterize the barrier properties of monolayer-initiated and macroinitiated pNBF8 films, EIS
was performed in an aqueous solution containing 1 mM K3Fe(CN)6, 1 mM K4Fe(CN)6•3H2O, and
0.1 M Na2SO4. Figure 5.5 shows impedance spectra in the form of Bode magnitude plots for gold
electrodes functionalized with monolayer-initiated pNBF8 and macroinitiated pNBF8 as well as
controls consisting of PHEMA or a SAM prepared from 4-mercapto-1-butanol, each exposed to
NBDAC, and an unfunctionalized gold electrode (Au).
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drawn from the fitting process reveal that the charge transfer resistance of the unfunctionalized
gold is ~ 38 Ω•cm2, whereas the resistances for the modified monolayer, modified PHEMA, and
monolayer- and macroinitiated pNBF8 films are 1.3 × 103, 1.2 × 105, 3.2 × 107 and > 1 × 1010
Ω•cm2, respectively. The impedance responses of self-assembled monolayers46 and modified
PHEMA45 have been described previously by us and thus, are not further described here. The
spectrum for the monolayer-initiated film is likewise similar to what we have reported
previously,16 showing a capacitive region at intermediate to high frequencies and a resistance
against the penetration of redox species at low frequencies. The spectrum of the macroinitiated
film, by contrast, does not show a resistive behavior; instead, its response is completely
capacitive, i.e., a linear increase in impedance with decreasing frequency.

This is further

corroborated by a phase angle of – 90°, which is characteristic of a purely capacitive behavior,47
for all the frequencies sampled. Accordingly, the film acts as a perfect barrier to the transport of
ions over the frequency range. In fact, the capacitance obtained from the fit for the monolayerinitiated film (1.5 × 10-9 F•cm-2) is 7.5-fold higher than that of the macroinitiated film (2.0 × 10-10
F•cm-2). As capacitance is proportional to (thickness)-1 in a Helmholtz model, the ratio of 7.5
suggests that the 11.3-µm macroinitiated film is much more effective than the 5.3-µm monolayerinitiated film in reducing water penetration into the film. The presence of water would raise the
effective dielectric constant of the film and lead to higher capacitances. In summary, these results
demonstrate the importance of constructing thick, hydrophobic coatings for substrate protection,
and macro-initiated SI–ROMP provides a versatile approach to achieve such thicknesses for
robustly bound coatings.
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Figure 5.5. Electrochemical impedance spectra collected for bare Au, the NBDAC-modified
SAM and PHEMA films, as well as monolayer-initiated and macroinitiated pNBF8 films
polymerized for 5 min in a 1 M monomer solution at 21 °C. The redox species and electrolyte
consisted of K3Fe(CN)6 and K4Fe(CN)6•3H2O, and Na2SO4, respectively. Solid lines indicate fits
of the data using an appropriate equivalent circuit model.

Kinetics of Film Growth
Figure 5.6 shows the effects of fluorocarbon chain length and macroinitiation on the timedependence of pNBFn film thickness from a 0.05 M monomer solution, as measured by
profilometry. The rate of film growth increases as the fluorocarbon side chain length increases,
and the macroinitiator produces much thicker pNBFn films than the monolayer (note difference
in y scale).

Although the rate of growth for all the monomers decreases after 5 min of

polymerization, films as thick as ~ 1.2 and 6.2 µm for the monolayer and macroinitiation
processes, respectively, were achieved with pNBF10 in just 15 min at this low monomer
concentration.
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Figure 5.6. Profilometry film thickness of pNBFn, n = 4, 6, 8, 10, films prepared from a) a
monolayer and from b) a macroinitiator. All the films were grown from a 0.05 M monomer
solution. For the macroinitiator case, an average thickness for PHEMA of 280 nm was subtracted
from the measured thickness. Solid curves represent fits of the data using equation. 5.3.

The deceleration of film growth is common in surface-initiated polymerizations8,42,48 and
may be attributed to a progressive deactivation of the Ru catalyst by, for example, dissolved
oxygen in the monomer solution49,50 and/or to the prompt occlusion of the active Ru centers from
the monomer by the fast-growing pNBFn film. The former was somewhat expected, as both the
activation of the substrates and the polymerization process took place under ambient conditions.
In summary, after 15 min of polymerization, the macroinitiated pNBFn films were thicker than
their monolayer counterparts by a factor of 9 for both pNBF4 and pNBF6, and 4 and 5 for pNBF8
and pNBF10.
To estimate the relative propagation and termination rate constants involved in the growth
of these pNBFn films, and therefore, the relative reactivity of the monomers used, we employed a
kinetic model developed by Harada et al.42 In this model, the change of film thickness (d) as a
function of time was given as
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=

(5.1)

1−

where kp is the propagation rate constant, M is the concentration of the monomer in solution, kt is
the termination rate constant, m0 is the mass of the monomer unit, PI is the initial number of
active catalyst sites per unit area, and ρ is the density of the polymer. The model assumes that the
growing polymer chains add one monomer unit at a time at a propagation rate of kp in a secondorder reaction, and that the active catalyst may become irreversibly deactivated in each step by a
first-order reaction at a rate of kt. Since the value of PI for the norbornenyl-decorated SAM is
below the detection limit, as noted earlier in the XPS results, we opted for the combination of kp
and PI as a single rate term (K) for film growth

(5.2)

=

which expresses both initiation and propagation.

Accordingly, this term allows a general

comparison of film growth kinetics for this series of monomers. As a result, equation (5.1)
becomes

=

(5.3)

1−
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In addition, we approximated the density of the polymer films, i.e., pNBF4, pNBF6,
pNBF8, and pNBF10, to that of the monomers, as measured by pycnometry, to be 1.46, 1.54,
1.62, and 1.70 g•cm-3, respectively.
Table 5.5 summarizes the estimated values for K and kt obtained from fitting the
experimental data with Equation 5.3. In general, an increase in the film growth rate constant K
was observed from pNBF4 to pNBF10 for both the monolayer and the macroinitiator approaches.

Table 5.5. Relative film growth and termination rate constants for NBFn monomers, n = 4, 6, 8,
10, polymerized from a monolayer or a macroinitiator. The concentration of the monomer
solution was 0.05 M. Values are presented along with their standard errors.
Monolayer

Macroinitiator

K (m•s-1)

kt (s-1)

K (m•s-1)

kt (s-1)

NBF4

4.6 × 10-8 ± 5.4 × 10-10

0.0026 ± 4.6 × 10-5

1.4 × 10-6 ± 1.2 × 10-7

0.0100 ± 9.5 × 10-4

NBF6

8.7 × 10-8 ± 4.6 × 10-9

0.0041 ± 2.8 × 10-4

1.7 × 10-6 ± 2.9 × 10-8

0.0102 ± 2.1 × 10-4

NBF8

2.7 × 10-7 ± 6.6 × 10-9

0.0043 ± 1.3 × 10-4

1.7 × 10-6 ± 7.1 × 10-8

0.0064 ± 3.2 × 10-4

NBF10

2.9 × 10-7 ± 7.2 × 10-9

0.0044 ± 1.3 × 10-4

1.9 × 10-6 ± 1.6 × 10-7

0.0055 ± 5.6 × 10-4

Monomer

In the monolayer initiation process, there was a 6.3-fold increase in K from NBF4 to
NBF10, whereas for the macroinitiation approach, it was only 1.4. For NBF4, the ratio of K
macroinitiator to K monolayer is 31. Analogously, the macroinitiator to monolayer K ratios for
NBF6, NBF8, and NBF10 were ~ 19, 6, and 7, respectively. In this connection, the greater
macroinitiator to monolayer K ratio exhibited when polymerizing smaller monomers may be
attributed to a better ability for these molecules to penetrate to a greater extent, not only into
activated PHEMA, but also into the growing pNBFn film itself. As a consequence, diffusing
monomers may react with still active growing chains from within PHEMA, e.g., those that started
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to grow later than their surface counterparts, and/or Ru molecules that had not yet reacted or were
not deactivated.
The termination rate constant kt for the monolayer initiation also exhibited an overall
increase, namely, its value increased by 69% from NBF4 to NBF10. However, the difference in
kt values between NBF6, NBF8, and NBF10 was small, such that, within error, kt may be
assumed to be the same for these three monomers. The values of kt for the macroinitiation
approach are, in general, higher than those of their monolayer counterparts. The use of a
macroinitiator not only provides an increase in the number of potential active sites from which
the pNBFn film can grow, it may also increase the probability of termination reactions as a
consequence of higher localized chain concentration. In other words, because of their greater
proximity, a consequence of the higher number of sites onto which Ru can be anchored, active Ru
centers on growing chains may react with each other and terminate the polymerization process.
In addition, the probability of secondary metathesis and backbiting reactions may increase as
well.22,51

Despite the fact that macroinitiator kt values were higher than their monolayer

counterparts; there was a noticeable 45% reduction in kt from NBF4 to NBF10. Interestingly, kt
decreases for NBF8 and NBF10. This outcome suggests that longer side chains could promote
more growth by protecting both the active Ru center and the backbone olefin functionality from
termination reactions such as those mentioned above.
I also studied the effects of monomer concentration on pNBF8 film thickness for both
initiation processes (see Figure A.1 and Table A.3 in APPENDIX A). In general, an increase in
concentration promoted faster polymerization rates and the growth of thicker pNBF8 films, with
the macroinitiated pNBF8 films being thicker than the ones initiated from a monolayer.
However, the ratio of macroinitiator thickness to monolayer thickness decreased with an increase
in concentration from 0.05 M to 1 M, indicating that the macroinitiation process becomes less
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effective, relative to monolayer initiation, at higher monomer concentrations. At these high
concentrations, the initiators nearest the solution interface are predominantly utilized as the
deeper ones become rapidly occluded so that the macroinitiation starts to resemble a 2-D
initiation. The maximum pNBF8 film thickness achieved by the monolayer initiation process
after 15 min of polymerization, at a concentration of 1 M, was 5.6 µm, whereas the resulting
pNBF8 film thickness for the macroinitiated polymerization, under the same conditions of time
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Figure 5.7. Temperature effects on film thickness for a) a monolayer initiation and b)
macroinitiation. Data refer to pNBF8 films grown from a 0.05 M monomer solution. For the
macroinitiator case, an average thickness for PHEMA of 280 nm was subtracted from the
measured thickness. Solid curves represent data fits using equation 5.3.

Figure 5.7 shows the effect of temperature on the thickness of pNBF8 films prepared
either from a monolayer or a macroinitiator. In this case, the polymerizations were performed at
three temperatures, namely, 4, 21, and 38 °C, in a 0.05 M monomer solution. In general, film
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thickness increases as temperature increases. The effect of temperature was greater for the
macroinitiation process, as evidenced by much thicker films than those obtained from the
monolayer approach. For example, a change in polymerization temperature from 4 to 38 °C
resulted in an increase in maximum thickness (that achieved at 15 min of polymerization) by ~
1.6 and 5-fold for the monolayer and the macroinitiation processes, respectively. Moreover, the
ratios of the maximum thickness achieved by films prepared from a macroinitiator to that of films
prepared from a monolayer were 1.9, 4.3, and 5.3 at 4, 21, and 38 °C, respectively. This overall
trend of achieving thicker films by performing the polymerization at higher temperatures, as
shown in Figure 5.7, may be explained as a result of an increase in the activity of the catalyst with
an increase in temperature.49,52 Diffusion and solubility of the monomer unit into the pNBF8 film
are additional factors that may contribute toward the strong effect of temperature on film growth.
In general, an increase in temperature can produce a considerable increase in the diffusion
coefficient of molecules and, consequently, we would expect an increased permeability of
monomer through the growing polymer to the active Ru sites;53 likewise, higher temperatures can
increase the solubility of fluorous solutes in flourous media, as discussed by Gladysz et al.54
In a further effort to characterize the activation energy (Ea) required for both the
monolayer and macroinitiation processes, an Arrhenius plot (Figure 5.8) was created. Both
initiation processes exhibit an increase in the film growth rate constant K with increasing
temperature. For example, K incremented by a factor of 4.6 and 3.7, from 4 to 38 °C, yielding Ea
values of 31 and 28 kJ•mol-1 for the monolayer and macroinitiation approaches, respectively. A
rise in temperature has a separate effect on the termination rate constant kt for each initiation
process; whereas kt for the monolayer triples its value with a change in temperature from 4 to 38
°C, exhibiting an Ea of 23 kJ•mol-1, kt for the macroinitiator decreases by ~ 25% (Ea = – 6 kJ•mol1

). A plausible explanation for this discrepancy may be attributed to a fast-growing polymer front

in the macroinitation process that may shield active Ru centers from terminating agents, in
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contrast to the monolayer-initiated case where the initiators are located near the solution/polymer
interface. A related possibility is that the number of collisions between these buried active Ru
centers and deactivating species, such as dissolved oxygen molecules, may tend to decrease at
higher temperatures as a consequence of a lower solubility of oxygen within the film at higher
temperature. Solubility studies of oxygen in liquid perfluorocarbons,55 fluorinated liquids,56 and
hydrocarbons57 show that such a trend is not unusual.
The values of Ea for K are in reasonable agreement with values reported for other ringopening polymerization reactions, which generally fall in the range of 20 – 80 kJ•mol-1 with most
values on the high end of this range.58 In summary, a higher Ea for K compared to that of kt is
consistent with the use of higher temperatures to achieve greater film thickness.
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Conclusions
The enhancement in the polymerization rate and the greater film thickness of the partially
fluorinated polymer films achieved in this study demonstrate that the SI-ROMP of 5-(perfluoro-nalkyl)norbornenes is greatly amplified by employing a PHEMA-based macroinititiation process.
The effectiveness of this approach, by contrast to a monolayer initiation, relies on the ability to
immobilize a higher number of catalyst molecules into PHEMA, as confirmed by XPS analysis,
by derivatizing its hydroxyl functional groups via post-polymerization reactions. The length of
the fluorocarbon side chain, monomer concentration, and temperature had marked effects on the
polymerization kinetics and thickness of the resulting pNBFn films. In summary, longer side
chains, higher concentrations, and higher temperatures promoted faster polymerization rates and
thicker films. The polymerization approach enables fine-tuning of the thickness and wetting
properties of pNBFn films by adjusting any of the variables described above. The achievement of
exceptionally thick pNBFn films, exhibiting remarkable barrier properties, renders this method as
a potential candidate for the preparation of highly effective and stable surface-bound protective
coatings.
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CHAPTER VI

MICROMOLDING SURFACE-INITIATED POLYMERIZATION: A VERSATILE ROUTE
FOR FABRICATION OF MICROSCALE SURFACE FEATURES WITH HEIGHT
MODULATION

Introduction
The provision of texture or patterns to surfaces in a controlled fashion plays a key role in
applications such as microelectronics,1 drag reduction,2 optics,3,4 chemical and corrosion
protection,5,6 and biomimetic systems.7,8 While photolithography,1 laser scanning,1,9 and microand nanomachining10 have long been used to fabricate surface texture and patterns, soft
lithography, a suite of non-photolithographic techniques, was developed as an alternative, rapid,
and low-cost option.11 This technique employs soft materials such as poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) that may not exhibit the same physical properties of traditional rigid materials such as
silicon, but offer advantages such as the capability to mold small-scale substrates with high
fidelity, chemical inertness, transparency, durability, and low cost.12 Limitations of soft
lithography include the physisorbed nature of the polymeric microfeatures that hamper their longterm stability13 and the inability to tune the size of the features independent of the mold. In this
Chapter, I seek to employ soft lithography to develop robust chemically bound coatings with
microscale surface features of tunable heights.
This Chapter describes the combination of soft lithographic molding and a surfaceinitiated polymerization (SIP) to produce a versatile process termed micromolding surfaceinitiated polymerization (µMSIP) for the fabrication of microscale-textured, surface-bound
polymer coatings. Specifically, µMSIP involves the molding of a microscale-textured master
with a polymeric composite comprising hard-PDMS (h-PDMS) and Sylgard 184 PDMS to
produce a negative replica exhibiting the corresponding inverted structures of the master. This
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composite mold is then filled with pure monomer and subsequently pressed against an activated
surface, i.e., a surface containing anchored initiator species to promote a polymerization. As the
polymerization progresses, the surface-tethered growing polymer chains form a uniform film at
the base and begin filling the inverted structures in the mold, thereby producing a coating where
the surface topography reproduces the corresponding surface features of the master. Furthermore,
I show that I am able to modulate the height of the surface features by tuning the conversion of
the monomer through control of the initiator amount by means of a monolayer- or macroinitiation
process or by systematically varying process variables such as temperature and polymerization
time. If achievement of the full height of the master features is desired, either the monolayer or
the macroinitiation approaches can be combined with the addition of initiator species into the
mold. Moreover, the thickness of the coating at the base of the features can be controlled based
on the amount of excess monomer added to the mold. Here, as the SIP, I use the surface-initiated
ring-opening metathesis polymerization (SI-ROMP) of 5-(perfluorooctyl)norbornene (NBF8)
onto gold-coated solid supports to yield partially fluorinated coatings with surface microfeatures
and ultralow critical surface tensions (9 mN/m).14

Representative examples of surface

microstructures obtained through µMSIP include arrays of pyramids and inverted pyramids.
Extensive research efforts have established SI-ROMP as a robust, versatile
polymerization technique.15-18

SI-ROMP has become a useful technique for synthesizing

polymers that exhibit tunable properties and functionalities with attractive biological, electronic,
and mechanical properties.19,20

Salient advantages of SI-ROMP include tolerance towards

functional groups, rapid polymerization kinetics at room temperature under ambient conditions,
preservation of the olefin functionality in the resulting polymer, and preparation of highmolecular weight polymers.19,21 In Chapter V, I have shown that the SI-ROMP of the monomer
NBF8 exhibits fast polymerization kinetics resulting in the formation of thick partially fluorinated
polymer films exhibiting low wettability toward water and oils.14,22
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Experimental Methods

Molding
The molds bearing the pattern of the master substrates, DFEA and Klarite®, were
produced by means of soft lithography. Previous to the mold preparation, each master was placed
in a plastic petri dish (5 cm in diameter) and then in a desiccator, along with a smaller petri dish
containing three drops of TFOCS. To hold the masters still and prevent any movement, a small
piece of double-sided tape was placed on the back of the samples. The masters were exposed to
the vapor of TFOCS by holding the desiccator under vacuum for 30 min; this process creates a
thin layer of TFOCS on the surface of the masters that prevents the resulting mold from adhering
to it. The molding process, which yields an elastomeric composite comprising hard-PDMS (hPDMS) and Sylgard 184 PDMS, proceeded as follows: 3.4 g of [(7–8% vinylmethylsiloxane)(dimethylsiloxane)] copolymer, two drops of 1, 3, 5, 7-tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane, and 1 drop
of platinum divinyltetramethyldisiloxane were thoroughly mixed for at least 8 min with a glass
rod in a weighing boat. During mixing, air bubbles are trapped within the mixture; to remove
these, the weighing boat was placed in a desiccator connected to a vacuum line and evacuated
until bubbles were no longer visible. As pressure decreases, bubbles begin to expand and rise;
therefore, to prevent any spilling while degassing, the vacuum was broken and restored several
times. Subsequently, 1 g of [(25–30% methylhydrosiloxane)-(dimethylsiloxane)] was added to
the degassed mixture and rapidly stirred with the glass rod for 3 min. The mixture was poured
onto the petri dishes containing the masters and placed once again in a desiccator connected to a
vacuum line to remove the entrapped bubbles resulting from the rapid mixing. Similarly, vacuum
was broken and restored several times. To cure the h-PDMS, the petri dishes were placed in an
oven at 60 °C for 10 min. During the curing process, a mixture of Sylgard polymer base (4.0 g)
and curing agent (0.4 g) was added to a weighing boat and thoroughly mixed using a glass rod for
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at least 8 min. Once the h-PDMS was cured, the petri dishes were removed from the oven and
the freshly prepared Sylgard 184 PDMS/curing agent mixture was poured onto them. As in the
previous step, the petri dishes were placed in a desiccator for degassing. Once free of bubbles,
these were placed in an oven set at 60 °C and allowed to cure for 6 h. The resulting molds,
exhibiting two layers, namely h-PDMS (~ 1 mm thick) and Sylgard 184 PDMS (~ 2 mm thick),
were removed by gently breaking the entire wall surrounding the petri dish with pliers and
carefully peeling them off the masters. Afterwards, the elastomeric molds were exposed to the
vapor of TFOCS following the same procedure described earlier for 10 min in order to facilitate
the separation of the substrate from the mold after polymerization.

Polymerization
Two different polymerization approaches were performed on the gold substrates to alter
the amount of bound initiator. In one case, SI-ROMP was initiated from an initiator-activated
self-assembled monolayer,22 whereas in the other case, SI-ROMP was initiated from a
macroinitiator prepared by surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) with
subsequent modification.22 In the former approach, the gold samples were exposed to a 1 mM
ethanolic solution of 4–mercapto–1–butanol for at least 1 h to create a hydroxyl-terminated selfassembled monolayer (SAM) on the gold surface. Afterwards, samples were rinsed in ethanol
and dried in a stream of nitrogen. Subsequent exposure of the SAM-decorated substrates to a 5
mM solution of NBDAC in DCM for 30 min resulted in the coupling of norbornenyl groups to
the underlying hydroxyl monolayer via ester linkages. Next, samples were rinsed with DCM and
ethanol and dried in a stream of nitrogen. To immobilize the initiator and render the surface
active for SI-ROMP, the norbornenyl decorated surfaces were exposed to a 5 mM solution of
Grubbs second-generation catalyst in DCM for 10 min. Subsequently, samples were rinsed in
DCM, dried with nitrogen, and immediately pressed against (load ~ 194 ± 18 mN) the h-PDMS
mold filled with pure NBF8 monomer, resulting in the growth of partially fluorinated polymer
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films from the gold surface. To prepare the monomer-filled mold, 2 µL of NBF8 were added to
the mold 30 s before removing the modified substrates from the catalyst solution.

After

polymerization, samples were rinsed with DCM, ethanol, and water, and dried in a stream of
nitrogen.
In the latter approach, the SI-ARTP of PHEMA is similar to that reported by Brantley et
al.23 Briefly, gold substrates were exposed to a 1 mM ethanolic solution of the disulfide ATRP
initiator (BrC(CH3)2COO(CH2)11S)2 for 24 h. Afterward, these initiator-bearing samples were
rinsed with ethanol, dried in a stream of nitrogen, and placed in vials sealed with rubber septa.
These samples underwent a subsequent degassing and back-filling process with nitrogen. The
polymerization mixture consisted of CuI/CuII/bpy (69 mM CuCl, 20 mM CuBr2, 195 mM bpy) in
a 50:50 v:v water/HEMA solution. These reagents were subsequently transferred to a Schlenk
flask sealed with a rubber septum and exposed to a degassing process by performing three freezepump-thaw cycles. The solution was then transferred via cannula into the vials, where the SIATRP took place. After 12 h of polymerization at room temperature, samples were thoroughly
rinsed with DMF and water and dried with nitrogen. The average PHEMA film thickness as
measured by ellipsometry of at least 80 samples prepared from five different batches was 280 ±
14 nm. The PHEMA samples were further derivatized by exposing them to a 20 mM solution of
NBDAC in DMF for 3 h. Afterwards, the modified-PHEMA substrates were rinsed with DMF,
ethanol, and dried in a stream of nitrogen, followed by exposure to a 5 mM solution of Grubbs
second-generation catalyst in DCM for 15 min. Subsequently, samples were rinsed with DCM
and immediately pressed against (load ~ 194 ± 18 mN) the monomer-filled h-PDMS mold as
described above.
The monolayer and macroinitiated polymerizations were performed both under ambient
conditions and under a nitrogen atmosphere in a glove box. In general, the textured polymer
films obtained by the former tended to be thinner with shorter features than the ones formed by
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the latter, especially at longer polymerization times (> 15 min). This may be attributed to the
eventual deactivation of the initiator species by the oxygen in the environment.24,25 Therefore,
results shown in this Chapter correspond to polymerizations performed in a glove box unless
otherwise indicated.

Results and Discussion

Scheme 6.1 illustrates the different steps of µMSIP to fabricate polymer coatings with
microtextured surfaces that reproduce the topography of master substrates. In this case, DFEA
and Klarite® were chosen because they exhibit well-defined dimensions and specific geometric
shapes that are easily measured and serve as a reference to evaluate the accuracy of the
reproduction process. Such features would not only allow testing the overall performance of the
technique, but also help identify potential limitations. Importantly, the height of the reproduced
features can be varied based on the amount of initiator employed during the polymerization
process, as well as the time and temperature of the polymerization. Furthermore, the thickness of
the coating at the base of the features can be controlled based on the amount of excess monomer
added to the mold. Briefly, DFEA and Klarite® were molded by soft lithography to create a
polymeric composite mold displaying the inverse structures of their corresponding textured
surface (see Experimental Methods section for more details). Prior to the SIP step, if a nearly
100% replication of the master features is desired, initiator species are added into the mold by
depositing 150 µL of a 0.7 mM solution of Grubbs catalyst in DCM and letting the solvent
evaporate. This step is omitted if one seeks to control feature heights below those of the master.
Immediately afterward, the mold was filled with pure NBF8, and subsequently pressed against
the activated surface of the substrate from which the textured film would grow. The activation of
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the substrate, which is performed in advance and could be monolayer- or macroinitiator-based,
was achieved by anchoring initiator species on the surface of the gold-coated silicon substrates
(see Experimental Methods for details).

In Chapter V, I showed that the macroinitiation

approach binds more initiator molecules per geometric area than that bound by the monolayer
initiation, and thus, provides another “knob” to control microfeature height.22

Finally, the

elastomeric mold bearing the textured pattern is removed, and as a result, a surface-bound pNBF8
coating that displays the surface relief of the respective master is obtained.

Peel off

h-PDMS

Add initiator

184 PDMS
Fill mold with
monomer

Master

h-PDMS
184 PDMS
Press activated
substrate,
polymerize
Remove mold,
obtain film

Substrate
h-PDMS
184 PDMS

Scheme 6.1. The µMSIP process used to produce microtextured pNBF8 films.

During the SIP process, each monomer-filled pyramid represents a microreactor in which
the amount of initiator can be varied systematically based on the initiation approach, including
monolayer-initiation (single layer of initiator at the base of the pyramid), macroinitiation
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(multilayer of initiator at the base of the pyramid), and macroinitiation plus initiator added to the
mold (initiator present on all surfaces). Figure 6.1 shows the effect of the polymerization time on
the height of the pyramidal structures produced by µMSIP of the DFEA substrate using each of
the initiation approaches. In general, the height of the pyramidal structures, which is directly
related to monomer conversion, increases with the polymerization time. In Chapter V, I showed
that the thickness (d) of pNBFn coatings increases with time based on the kinetic equation
developed by Harada et al.26 In this Chapter, we have derived an equation, in which we adopt
some of the terms present in that of Harada’s,26 to estimate monomer conversion (χ):

=1−

=1−

(

)

(6.1)

In this equation, CM represents the monomer concentration at a given time, t, CM0 is the initial
monomer concentration, kt is the termination rate constant, and the single rate term K reflects both
initiation and propagation:

=

(6.2)

where PI represents the initial number of active initiators sites per unit area and kp is the
propagation rate. Based on this equation, I would expect the monomer conversion (feature
height) in µMSIP to depend on PI, kp, and kt, so that increasing initiator loading (PI) is a way to
offset terminations and yield higher conversions.

Accordingly, the average height of the

pyramidal structures, as measured by AFM, is the highest for those grown from a combination of
macroinitiation and initiator-loaded mold (1.73 ± 0.04 µm), followed, in descending order, by
those grown from a macroinitiator (0.88 ± 0.03 µm) and from a monolayer (0.64 ± 0.07 µm). The
height of the pyramids reaches a plateau for both the monolayer and macroinitiator approaches
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after 120 and 90 min, respectively. By contrast, the height of the pyramids polymerized from the
macroinitiator/initiator-loaded mold approach achieves the height of the inverse structures of the
composite mold (1.73 ± 0.02 µm) within 60 min. The difference in the polymerization kinetics
for these three approaches relates to the different amounts of initiator to shift the ratio of chain
growth to termination. Without initiator added to the mold, the macroinitiator provides a greater
areal density of initiator species on the activated substrate than that exhibited at a 2-D interface by
the monolayer, in agreement with the findings in Chapter V,22 which results in higher monomer
conversions and polymer feature heights.

Ultimately, chain terminations limit monomer

conversion in the purely surface-initiated cases and prevent the reproduced features from
matching the mold heights, as is achieved by adding a tremendous excess of initiator to the mold.
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Monolayer
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0
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50

100

150

0
200
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Figure 6.1. Effect of polymerization time on feature height for the three different initiation
approaches, namely monolayer initiation, macroinitiation, and a combination of macroinitiation
and addition of initiator to the mold. Polymerizations were performed at room temperature.
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The SEM characterization of the DFEA master shown in Figure 6.2a reveals that its
surface topography is comprised of pyramids with a square base set in a matrix configuration.
The SEM micrograph in Figure 6.2b shows that the resulting textured pNBF8 film grown by
μMSIP, through the combination of a macroinitiated polymerization (60 min) with addition of
initiator to the mold, also exhibits a structured pyramidal relief resembling that of the master. It
also reveals that the reproduced pyramidal structures sit atop a continuous residual pNBF8 film
(see Figure 6.2f).

The SEM images shown in Figures 6.2c and 6.2d illustrate the surface

topography of the resulting film (Figure 6.2b) at lower magnifications, as denoted by the scale
bars. Figure 6.2c shows that the reproduced surface features are homogeneously distributed and
organized in a grid-like manner. Figure 6.2d shows a continuous textured film blanketing the
surface of the supporting substrate across an area of ~40,000 µm2.

More strikingly and

interestingly, Figures 6.2b – d show two remarkable advantages of µMSIP: first, few, if any,
defects appear across the entire reproduced area or on the pyramidal structures themselves, and
second, the size of the reproduced features is homogeneous. Figure 6.2e shows the atomic force
microscopy line profiles of the DFEA master, the corresponding composite mold, and the
resulting film. The AFM measurements of the composite mold show that its recessed structures
achieved an average of 93% of the volume of those on the master (see APPENDIX B). Such
disparity may be attributed to the chemical and thermal shrinkage of the h-PDMS during the
curing process.27,28 The film, which is limited by the imperfect replication of the master features
by the composite mold, also achieves 93% replication of the master (Figure 6.2a). Figure 6.2f
shows a cross-sectional image of the film shown in Figure 6.2b. The dark portion at the bottom
of the figure represents the silicon wafer, and the bright thin line observed right above it
corresponds to the gold layer.

The macroinitiator film is not distinguishable because it is

obscured by the thick pNBF8 film grown within and atop it. The pNBF8 film has a thickness of
~20 µm, which is due to excess monomer added to the mold. The brighter lines running
horizontally across the thick film are a consequence of charge build-up and do not represent any
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sectional SEM image of the pNBF8 film in b). The SEM images in a), b), c), and d) were taken
at a 45° angle with respect to surface parallel; f) was taken at 85°. All AFM measurements were
performed in tapping mode. The error bars of the AFM line profiles are not shown for better
clarity of the plot. Error is within 3.5%.
I also studied the micromorphological characteristics of the pyramid-textured films grown
from a macroinitiated µMSIP process in which there was no addition of initiator species to the
mold. As an example, Figures 6.3a – d show the respective SEM and AFM characterization of a
macroinitiated film polymerized at 55 °C for 60 min. The SEM image in Figure 6.3a shows that
the surface topography of the film is similarly comprised of pyramids with a square base set in a
matrix configuration. The corresponding 3D AFM characterization of such film, shown in Figure
6.3b, indicates that the surface features are ~1 µm in height. For comparison purposes, Figure
6.3c displays the corresponding 3D AFM of the DFEA master. Figure 6.3d shows the AFM line
profiles of the master, composite mold, and resulting pNBF8 film. The line profile of the pNBF8
film reveals that the polymer pyramids achieved ~ 60% of the volume of the composite mold.
The incomplete conversion here indicates that the monomer:initiator ratio is sufficiently high that
over time, termination reactions overcome those of propagation to limit the height of the
microfeatures.
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Figure 6.5 shows the effect of temperature on the height of the pyramidal structures
prepared by µMSIP of a DFEA master. The plots show the results for textured films prepared by
either a monolayer-initiated (a) or a macroinitiation (b) approach. In Chapter V, I showed that
higher temperatures accelerate the growth of pNBF8 films since the propagation reaction has a
higher activation energy than the termination reaction.22 In this case, polymerizations were
performed at three temperatures, namely 21, 40, and 55 °C. In general, for both polymerization
approaches, the height of the resulting pyramids increases as temperature increases. For example,
a change in polymerization temperature from 21 to 55 °C increased the average height of the
pyramids by a factor of ~ 2.17 and 1.46 for the monolayer and macroinitiation approaches,
respectively. Such an effect could be attributed to an increase in the activity of the initiator with
an increase in temperature.22,24,29

The average height of the pyramids formed by the

macroinitiation approach is greater than those formed by a monolayer initiation at all
temperatures, but the difference in average height between monolayer-initiated and
macroinitiated pyramids decreases from 0.27 to 0.07 µm, as temperature increases from 21 to 55
°C. This trend suggests that the macroinitiation of pure NBF8 molecules becomes less effective
relative to monolayer initiation at higher temperatures. Since the activity of the initiator increases
with an increase in temperature, those initiator species located nearest the interface react
extremely fast to form a growing polymer front that may rapidly occlude those initiators located
deeper within the macroinitiator film. Consequently, the macroinitiation resembles the 2-D
monolayer initiation as the propagation rate increases.
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Figure 6.5. Temperature effects on the growth of pyramidally-textured pNBF8 films formed
from a monolayer (a) or a macroinitiation (b) approach. Polymerzations were performed for 1 h
in all cases. Error bars are not shown for better clarity of the plot. Error is within 3.5%.

The µMSIP approach takes advantage of the fact that the conversion of the monomer is
controlled by the type of initiation approach used (see Figure 6.1) to fabricate generational,
pyramid-textured films in which the surface features maintain the same base size footprint, but
whose height can be modulated after each generation. µMSIP achieves this effect by means of
sequential molding and polymerization processes. Figure 6.6 shows AFM line profiles of three
generational films prepared by macroinitiated µMSIP and the composite molds.

The first

generation film, derived from the first generation composite mold of the master, is used to create
a second generation composite mold, which in turn is used to perform a subsequent µMSIP
process to produce a second generation textured film, and so on. AFM measurements show that,
for this particular case in which polymerizations were performed from a macroinitiator at 55 °C
for 1 h, the average height of the pyramids is reduced by 43% (± 4%) after each generation to
enable pyramid heights of 0.53 ± 0.09 and 0.35 ± 0.02 µm, for the second and third generations,
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respectively, which are 3.2- and 4.9-fold lower than the height of the master pyramids. The
ability to reduce feature heights generationally provides yet another means to control the
microscale topography of the surface of the coatings.
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2nd Gen. Film

3rd Gen. Film

2nd Gen. Mold

3rd Gen. Mold

Average Height (μm)

1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
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0
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Figure 6.6. Atomic force microscopy line profiles of generational textured films and molds.
Line profiles correspond to macroinitiated films polymerized at 55 °C for 1 h. Error bars are not
shown for better clarity of the plot. Error is within 3.5%.

Conclusions
This Chapter introduces an innovative and versatile process termed µMSIP that enables
the fabrication of microscale-textured, surface-bound polymer coatings by combining soft
lithography and surface-initiated polymerization techniques. µMSIP enables the formation of
polymer films exhibiting either high-relief or recessed topographies. The choice of initiation
approach, e.g., monolayer or macroinitiator, had marked effects on the height (monomer
conversion) of the resulting surface features. Other process variables such as polymerization time
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and temperature had a direct effect on the final height of the features as well. SEM images
showed that the resulting films were uniform in quality and exhibited homogeneous surface
structures across large areas. AFM measurements revealed a high level of uniformity in terms of
feature footprint and height. Furthermore, the versatility of µMSIP, which relies on the capability
and simplicity to manipulate any of the variables noted above, allows the modulation or finetuning of the height of the final polymer surface features and enables the preparation of
generationally textured films.
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CHAPTER VII

REPRODUCING NATURE’S SUPERHYDROPHOBIC SURFACES BY MICROMOLDING
SURFACE-INITIATED POLYMERIZATION

Introduction
In recent years, nature and its remarkably optimized designs, acquired through millions of
years of evolution, have provided endless sources of inspiration for researchers who seek
solutions or ideas to address specific challenges.1-5 For example, Thickett et al.1 used a dewetting
process to create a combination of hydrophilic polymer domains on a hydrophobic polymer
background, inspired by that found on the exoskeleton of the Stenocara beetle, to efficiently
collect water from dry environments. In a similar manner, Zhiwu et al.2 reported a bionic method
to minimize the damage caused by solid particle erosion in mechanical components, inspired by
the erosion resistance exhibited by the morphology and structure of the dorsal surface of the
mesosoma of the desert scorpion (Androctonus australis). In a different application, Noone et al.3
introduced a biomimetic arrangement based on the spirals of the phyllotaxis disc pattern, which is
similar to the configuration exhibited by the florets on the head of a sunflower, that improves the
efficiency and reduces the land area of heliostat fields by 0.36% and 15.8%, respectively.
Likewise, Wong et al.4 were inspired by the Nepenthes pitcher plant to design liquid-repellent
surfaces that use a microtextured substrate to lock-in a lubricating liquid in order to not only
achieve omniphobicity, but also be self-repairing and function at high pressures. Moreover, the
superhydrophobic character and self-cleaning capability demonstrated by a large number of plant
leaves are the driving forces behind numerous attempts of using these biological structures as
templates for the fabrication of superhydrophobic surfaces.6-8 Methods to mimic these surfaces
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include soft lithography,7 lithography of silicon wafers,6 UV-nanoimprint lithography,9 etching,10
and membrane casting.11
In this Chapter, I report on the extendibility of micromolding surface-initiated
polymerization (µMSIP), which is a versatile process used for the fabrication of textured polymer
films, to fabricate polymer coatings that reproduce the surface topography of superhydrophobic
leaves onto solid supports. µMSIP comprises a soft lithographic molding process and a surfaceinitiated polymerization (SIP). This technique is used not only to reproduce the highly evolved
and functional surface architectures of Nature, but also to provide tremendously greater versatility
in chemical composition, as the building blocks of Nature are limited to hydrocarbons.
Accordingly, the resulting bioreplicated, surface-bound polymer coatings are obtained by means
of the mold-confined, surface-initiated ring-opening metathesis polymerization (SI-ROMP) of 5(perfluorooctyl)norbornene (NBF8), which exhibits a critical surface tension of 9 mN/m.12 The
replication of Nature’s engineered, microscopically rough, and highly functional surfaces onto a
solid substrate through an SIP technique provides polymer coatings with the necessary long-term
stability, i.e., the capability to withstand external chemical and physical conditions that may
diminish their integrity or performance.13 While efforts to replicate superhydrophobic and selfcleaning surfaces have been largely successful,7,9,14 the resulting products are hand-held, peelaway materials and not surface-bound coatings.

Superhydrophobic surfaces have potential

applications as self-cleaning surfaces,6,15 water-repellent textiles,15 ice-resistant coatings,16
interfacial slip,17 and in drag reduction.18
µMSIP involves the molding of the superhydrophobic leaf with an elastomeric composite
comprising hard-PDMS (h-PDMS) and Sylgard 184 PDMS to produce a negative replica
exhibiting the corresponding inverted structures of the surface of the leaf. Afterward, initiator
species are added into the mold by depositing dilute solution of the initiator in diethyl ether and
letting the solvent evaporate.

The activated mold is then filled with pure monomer and
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subsequently pressed against an activated surface, i.e., a surface containing anchored initiator
species to promote an SIP. As the polymerization progresses, both the surface-tethered growing
polymer chains and those grown from the mold start filling the inverted structures, thereby
reproducing the corresponding surface features. Representative examples of polymeric films
obtained through µMSIP include those replicating the surface topography of Trifolium repens
(White Clover) and Aristolochia esperanzae (Dutchman’s Pipe).

Experimental Methods

Preparation of Leaves for Scanning Electron Microscopy (Fixing)
Leaves underwent a primary fixation step by exposing them to 1% paraformaldehyde and
1.25% gluteraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.1) at room temperature for 2 – 4
h. Afterward, the leaves were rinsed three times with a 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer pH (7.1)
at room temperature. Subsequently, the leaves underwent a secondary fix by exposing them to
1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.1) at room temperature for 15
min.

Warning: osmium tetroxide is a dangerous chemical; wear the appropriate protective

personal equipment and use a fume hood when working with it. Afterward, the leaves were
washed three times with 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.1) at room temperature. The
leaves were dehydrated in an aqueous solution containing increasing concentrations of ethanol as
follows: 25% – 1 h, 50% – 1 h, 75% – 0.5 to 0.75 h, 95% – 1 h, 100% – 1 h, 100% – 1 h, 100% –
1 h. Finally, the samples were dried using a Polaron critical point dryer.
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Molding
The molds bearing the inverse pattern of the master leaves, Trifolium repens and
Aristolochia esperanzae, were produced by means of soft lithography. Only freshly cut, fully
developed leaves were used. Samples of 10 mm × 10 mm, cut from the center of the leaf lamina,
were affixed to the bottom of a plastic petri dish (5 cm in diameter) by double-sided adhesive tape
to ensure a fully extended, flat surface. Once secured, a drop of tetraethoxysilane was added onto
the leaf masters to create a thin layer on the surface of the masters that prevents the resulting
mold from adhering to it. The molding process, which yields a polymeric composite comprising
hard-PDMS (h-PDMS) and Sylgard 184 PDMS, proceeded as follows: 3.4 g of [(7–8%
vinylmethylsiloxane)-(dimethylsiloxane)]

copolymer,

two

drops

of

1,

3,

5,

7-

tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane, and 1 drop of platinum divinyltetramethyldisiloxane were
thoroughly mixed for at least 8 min with a glass rod in a weighing boat. During mixing, air
bubbles are trapped within the mixture; to remove these, the weighing boat was placed in a
desiccator connected to a vacuum line and evacuated until bubbles were no longer visible. As
pressure decreases, bubbles start to expand and rise. Therefore, to prevent any spilling while
degassing, vacuum was broken and restored several times. Subsequently, 1 g of [(25–30%
methylhydrosiloxane)-(dimethylsiloxane)] was added to the degassed mixture and rapidly stirred
with the glass rod for 3 min. The mixture was poured onto the petri dishes containing the masters
and placed once again in a desiccator connected to a vacuum line to remove the entrapped
bubbles resulting from the rapid mixing. Similarly, vacuum was broken and restored several
times. To cure the h-PDMS, the petri dishes containing the leaf masters were placed in an oven at
60 °C for 10 min. During the curing process, a mixture of Sylgard polymer base (4.0 g) and
curing agent (0.4 g) was added to a weighing boat and was thoroughly mixed using a glass rod for
at least 8 min. Once the h-PDMS was cured, the petri dishes were removed from the oven and
the freshly prepared Sylgard 184 PDMS/curing agent mixture was poured onto them. As in the
previous step, the petri dishes were placed in a desiccator for degassing. Once free of bubbles,
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these were placed in an oven set at 60 °C and allowed to cure for 6 h. The resulting molds,
exhibiting two layers, namely h-PDMS (~ 1 mm thick) and Sylgard 184 PDMS (~ 2 mm thick),
were removed by gently breaking the entire wall surrounding the petri dish with pliers and
carefully peeling them off the masters. The composite elestomeric molds were also exposed to
the vapor of TFOCS for 20 min in order to facilitate the separation of the substrate from the mold
after polymerization.

Polymerization
SI-ROMP was initiated from an initiator-activated self-assembled monolayer (SAM).
Briefly, the gold-coated silicon samples were exposed to a 1 mM ethanolic solution of 4–
mercapto–1–butanol for at least 1 h to create a hydroxyl-terminated SAM on the gold surface.
Afterwards, samples were rinsed in ethanol and dried in a stream of nitrogen. Subsequent
exposure of the SAM-decorated substrates to a 5 mM solution of NBDAC in DCM for 30 min
resulted in the coupling of norbornenyl groups to the underlying hydroxyl monolayer via ester
linkages. Next, samples were rinsed with DCM and ethanol and dried in a stream of nitrogen. To
immobilize the initiator and render the surface active for SI-ROMP, the norbornenyl decorated
surfaces were exposed to a 5 mM solution of Grubbs second-generation catalyst in DCM for 10
min. While the substrates were immersed in such solution, initiator species were added to the
composite mold by depositing 200 µL of a 3 mM solution of Grubbs catalyst in diethyl ether and
letting the solvent evaporate. After activation, samples were rinsed with DCM and immediately
pressed against (load ~194 ± 18 mN) the initiator-containing composite mold filled with pure
NBF8 monomer (5 µL of NBF8 were added to the mold 1 – 2 seconds before pressing the
substrate against the mold), resulting in the growth of partially fluorinated polymer films from the
gold surface. After polymerization, the coatings were rinsed with DCM, ethanol, and water, and
dried in a stream of nitrogen.

The polymerization process was performed under ambient

conditions.
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Results and Discussion

Scheme 7.1 illustrates the different steps of µMSIP to create polymer coatings that
reproduce the structures and topography of the master substrates. In this case, Trifolium repens
and Aristolochia esperanzae were chosen because they provide both high equilibrium water
contact angles and different complex surface topographies. Briefly, each master leaf was molded
by soft lithography to create a polymeric composite mold displaying the inverse structures of their
corresponding textured surface (see Experimental Methods for details). Initiator species were
added into the mold by depositing a dilute solution of Grubbs catalyst in diethyl ether and letting
the solvent evaporate.

Immediately afterward, the mold was filled with pure NBF8, and

subsequently pressed against the activated surface of the substrate from which the textured film
would grow. The substrate was activated in advance by anchoring initiator species on the surface
of the gold-coated silicon substrates (see Experimental Methods for details).

Finally, the

composite mold bearing the textured pattern was removed after 20 min, and as a result, a surfacebound pNBF8 film displaying the surface relief of the respective master was obtained. As seen
from Scheme 7.1, one of the advantages of µMSIP is that the fabrication of polymer coatings is a
fast, straight forward process once the reusable composite mold has been prepared.
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Scheme 7.1. The µMSIP process used to produce microtextured pNBF8 films that reproduce the
surface topography of superhydrophobic leaves.

Figure 7.1 shows the morphological characteristics of the fixed Trifolium repens leaf and
a pNBF8 film at different magnifications and angles of inclination. Figures 7.1a and 7.1b show a
low magnification, tilted view of the fixed leaf and coating, respectively. The epidermal surface
of the leaf displays a structured relief comprised of convex epidermal cells. Likewise, the
topography of the pNBF8 film obtained by µMSIP shows a microrelief consisting of domeshaped structures. In both images the relief appears densely packed over large areas without
observable defects. Figures 7.1c and 7.1d show a top view, magnified image of the leaf and the
resulting polymer coating, respectively. Figure 7.1c reveals elongated epidermal cells exhibiting,
in some cases, a pointy-like top, and the stomata (pores on the epidermis of the leaf that control
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gas exchange), represented by the dark-colored structures appearing in between some of the
epidermal cells. Remarkably, the polymer structures that dominate the surface of the coating
(Figure 7.1d) exhibit similar shapes and sizes as compared to those present on the leaf.
Quantitative measurements, performed by means of image analysis of Figures 7.1c and 7.1d,
reveal that the average length and width of the larger surface structures on both the leaf and the
coating are, within error, the same. For example, the length and width of the natural structures
(epidermal cells) are 28 ± 3 and 19 ± 2 µm, respectively; those of the coating are 30 ± 3 and 20 ±
3 µm, respectively. Stomata features on the coating are on average 30 and 10% wider and
lengthier than those on the leaf. Further comparison between the morphology of the leaf and that
of the coating shows that the features on the coating appear to be connected at the base, whereas
the boundaries of each epidermal cell on the leaf are well defined. This may be a consequence of
the h-PDMS mix not being able to entirely penetrate through the space separating the epidermal
structures. In general, the only structures that exhibit orientation on the leaf surface are those
epidermal cells close to or that form the veins of the leaf; the rest are randomly oriented. In
Figure 7.2c, the epidermal cells running diagonally from the bottom left to the top right, and those
on the top left and bottom right are examples of the former and the latter, respectively. Polymer
structures in Figure 7.2d do not show any orientation in particular as the imaged area of the
coating is not near the veins. Figures 7.1e and 7.1f show zoomed-in tilted images of the leaf and
coating, respectively. The images show a regular relief with connected features of varying
height. Figure 7.1f shows that the tips of some structures have defects (holes), that I attribute to
areas in the composite mold lacking a uniform layer of fluorinated silane that was employed to
prevent adherence.
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Figure 7.2 shows the morphological characteristics of the Aristolochia esperanzae leaf
and its corresponding pNBF8 coating at different magnifications and angles of inclination. By
contrast to the epidermal relief of Trifolium repens, the individual epidermal cells present on the
surface of the Aristolochia esperanzae leaf exhibit a more heterogeneous geometry (Figure 7.2a).
The Y-shaped structure that appears in both Figures 7.2a and 7.2b (polymer coating) corresponds
to a vein in the leaf. Figures 7.2c and 7.2d show a top view, magnified image of the leaf and the
resulting polymer film, respectively. Figure 7.2c reveals epidermal cells exhibiting irregular,
randomly oriented shapes. Interestingly, star-like features are formed when one sloped-end of
several (usually six) epidermal cells come together. These shapes can be seen at the middle,
bottom middle, top right, and top left of Figure 7.2c. These features also appear in the polymer
coating, and can be discerned at the middle left and bottom right of Figure 7.2d. Although the
surface structures present both on the leaf and the coating do not exhibit well-defined dimensions,
a quantitative approximation of their length and width, done by image analysis of Figures 7.2c
and 7.2d, reveals that these have similar ranges in both the leaf and the coating. For example, the
scale of the length and width of the epidermal cells ranges from 36 to 57 and 15 to 33 µm,
respectively; those of the coating range from 36 to 81 and 16 to 32 µm, respectively. Figure 7.2e
shows a magnified image of the surface of the leaf and reveals that short epicuticular waxes
(white hair-like structures) dominate the surface of some epidermal cells. The fact that some
areas of the surface lack these structures may be explained as a consequence of the fixing and
sputtering procedures. Reports by Neinhuis et al.,19 show that epicuticular waxes are fragile
structures that can be easily altered by external factors. By contrast to the fixed leaf, the surface
of the features present on polymer coating (Figure 7.2f) has few, if any, of these structures. A
plausible explanation for this is that during the separation of the composite mold from the leaf,
the epicuticular waxes may become detached and remain embedded into the composite mold.
Consequently, submicroscale recesses in the composite mold become clogged, preventing any
growth of polymer inside them. A small percentage of these submicroscale features are not
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Figure 7.3. Profilometry line profiles of a) pNBF8 coatings reproducing the surface topography
of fixed Aristolochia esperanzae and Trifolium repens leaves, b) Trifolium repens fixed leaf and
pNBF8 coating. In a), after curing, the composite molds were cut smaller than their original size
in order to discard the corresponding thickness of the leaf. Unlike the Aristolochia esperanzae
line profile in a), which was measured in the middle of the coating, the line profile of the coating
reproducing the Trifolium repens leaf in a) was measured at the edge of the film because the
coating was too thick for the stylus tip of the profilometer to reach the bottom of the sample.

Figure 7.3a shows the line profiles obtained by profilometry of pNBF8 coatings formed
by µMSIP. The figure reveals that the polymer coatings exhibiting the reproduced surface
structures of the Aristolochia esperanzae and Trifolium repens leaves rest atop an underlying film
~150 to 180 and 210 to 240 µm thick, respectively. Such a remarkably thick coating does not
correspond to the thickness of the leaves, as this thickness was eliminated by cutting the
composite molds smaller than their original size. Instead, it corresponds to excess monomer
added to the mold. In principle, this thickness is adjustable by controlling the amount of initial
monomer in the mold. Measurements obtained from the line profile indicate that the films
reproducing the surface topography of the Aristolochia esperanzae and Trifolium repens leaves
exhibit in some parts of the surface, peak-to-valley heights as large as ~40 µm, and that the height
of single features varies from 3 to 6 µm for each leaf. Figure 7.3b shows zoomed-in line profiles
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for the Trifolium repens leaf and a pNBF8 coating. Profilometry measurements show that the
width and height of the epidermal cells on the surface of the leaf are 19.2 ± 6.2 and 2.7 ± 1 µm,
respectively; those of the polymer features on the coating are 19.4 ± 5.6 and 2.9 ± 1 µm,
respectively. The values for the width are in good agreement with those obtained from image
analysis of Figure 7.1.

Table 7.1. Wetting properties of Trifolium repens, Aristolochia esperanzae, and their
corresponding pNBF8 films.
Leaf
Sample
Trifolium repens
Aristolochia esperanzae

θA
162° ± 3°
156° ± 5°

Coating

θR
157° ± 3°
145° ± 5°

θA
158° ± 2°
152° ± 2°

θR
151° ± 4°
150° ± 2°

Table 7.1 summarizes the advancing (θA) and receding (θR) water contact angles for the
Trifolium repens and Aristolochia ezperanzae leaves, and those of their corresponding polymer
coatings. The Trifolium repens leaf exhibits higher advancing and receding contact angles than
those exhibited by the Aristolochia ezperanzae leaf. The Trifolium repen meets the requirements
to be considered as superhydrophobic, i.e., θA > 150° and hysteresis < 10°, whereas the
Aristolochia ezperanzae leaf falls short of this definition (hysteresis = 11°), despite having a high
θA angle. The polymer coatings formed by µMSIP also exhibit a low wettability towards water,
as evidenced by the high θA and θR water contact angles that are, within the measured errors, the
same as those of the leaf. Despite some differences between the leaf and coating (most notably,
the absence of hair-like surface features for the reproduced coating of Aristolochia esperanzae
and observable defects in the coating for Trifolium repens), these results indicate that µMSIP
enables the preparation of surface-bound polymer coatings exhibiting sufficient microscopic
roughness to achieve the superhydrophobic wetting state. This level of performance may be
explained from a chemical composition perspective: the fluorinated nature of the coating, with its
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lower surface energy than a hydrocarbon, compensates for the lack of perfection in the
reproduction.

Figure 7.4. Photograph of a dime (left), an Aristolochia ezperanzae leaf (middle), and
corresponding pNBF8 coating of the leaf (right).

Figure 7.4 shows a macroscale image of a dime, shown as a reference for size, and an
Aristolochia ezperanzae leaf along with its corresponding replicating pNBF8 coating.
Remarkably, µMSIP enables the resulting polymer coating to capture not only the microscale
morphology of the leaf, but also the large-scale topographical details, e.g., the veins, as evidence
by the lines running across the surface of the coating.

Conclusions
In this Chapter, I have demonstrated that µMSIP is a versatile and fast route to fabricate
textured coatings that reproduce the surface topography of superhydrophobic leaves onto solid
supports. Overall, the resulting surface morphology of the polymer coatings is in good agreement
with that of the reproduced leaves as evidenced by SEM and corresponding quantitative image
analysis. Profilometry measurements showed that the polymer micromorphological relief rests
upon a thick, robust coating whose thickness may be controlled, in principle, by the amount of
monomer added to the mold. Contact angle measurements on the resulting pNBF8 coatings
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confirmed the achievement of a superhydrophobic wetting behavior and the influence of a
combination of chemical composition and micro-roughness on wettability (Aristolochia
ezperanzae case). This proof-of-concept work opens the door to the possibility of exploring and
reproducing a great number of superhydrophobic leaves and other biologically optimized surfaces
available in nature.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusions
The results presented in this thesis demonstrate that the surface-initiated ring-opening
polymerization (SI-ROMP) of 5-(perfluoro-n-alkyl)norbornenes is a versatile route to produce
novel materials and biomimetic coatings.

This work capitalizes on the advantages and

characteristics of SI-ROMP and on the polymerization kinetics of this particular class of partially
fluorinated monomers to explore applications that have remained mostly untapped by other
techniques for surface-initiated polymerization.
Results in Chapter IV demonstrated the first application of SI-ROMP to prepare uniquely
layered membranes in which fluorocarbon-containing polymer films (pNBF6) can be grown
within, throughout, and between nanoporous architectures. The regulation of the polymerization
time and the sulfonation levels of the polymer backbone influence the wettability and transport of
simple ions through the membrane, respectively. Accordingly, longer polymerization times result
in composite fluorocarbon membranes that exhibit resistance against the transport of ions on the
order of 1 × 107 Ω•cm2, as measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The
assessment of the surface properties of the membranes with water and hexadecane contact angle
measurements show that their surface is both highly hydrophobic and oleophobic, consistent with
the low critical surface energy exhibited by pNBF6 films whose surface is dominated by
perfluoromethyl groups. EIS measurements also show that ion transport through the composite
membrane is substantially enhanced after sulfonation. Moreover, the fluorinated character of the
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pNBF6 film renders the membrane more selective toward ions with similar chemical properties.
A remarkable finding is that when the pNBF6 film is grown between two chemically bound
nanoporous substrates, its growth resembles the motion of a forklift to separate the substrates at
an average velocity of ~2 nm/s. This ability has the potential to be exploited for the separation of
surfaces to targeted nanoscale dimensions.
In Chapter V, I introduced a macroinitiation-based approach to produce protective,
partially fluorinated coatings, derived from 5-(perfluoro-n-alkyl)norbornenes, with enhanced
thicknesses and barrier properties.

In this section, I demonstrated that a PHEMA-based

macroinititiation process enhances the polymerization rate and promotes greater film thicknesses.
Derivatization of the hydroxyl functional groups present in PHEMA via post-polymerization
reactions enables the immobilization of a higher number of initiator molecules, e.g., at least 30times more than a monolayer initiation. The length of the fluorocarbon side chain, monomer
concentration, and temperature have marked effects on the polymerization kinetics and thickness
of the resulting pNBFn films. In general, longer side chains, higher concentrations, and higher
temperatures promote faster polymerization rates and thicker films. The macroinitiation approach
herein used enables fine tuning of the thickness and wetting properties of pNBFn films by
adjusting any of the variables described above.

Results show that the macroinitiated

polymerizations performed at higher temperatures produce dense, rough coatings that are highly
hydrophobic (advancing water contact angle = 165°) and oleophobic (hexadecane contact angle =
94°). Remarkably, this macroinitiation approach yields thicknesses from 4 – 12 µm in as little as
15 min.

In addition, EIS characterization reveals that the films exhibit exceptional barrier

properties against ion transport, e.g., resistance > 10 GΩ•cm2 and capacitance = 2 × 10-10 F•cm-2.
In general, the exceptional polymerization kinetics and resistance against ion transport exhibited
by these macroinitiated pNBFn films are among the fastest/highest ever reported for SIP films.
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In Chapter VI, I reported an innovative and versatile process termed µMSIP to provide
surface-bound, partially fluorinated polymer films, with a homogeneous array of microscale
surface features by combining soft lithography and surface-initiated polymerization techniques.
In this Chapter, I demonstrated that µMSIP enables the formation of polymer films exhibiting
either high-relief (pyramids) or recessed topographies (inverted pyramids). µMSIP is flexible and
versatile in the sense that multiple process variables, e.g., initiation approach, polymerization
time, temperature, or addition of initiator to the mold, may be manipulated to tune the heights
(monomer conversion) of the reproduced features from the full height of the master down to
~10% of that height. SEM images show that the resulting films are uniform in quality and exhibit
homogeneous surface structures across large areas. AFM measurements reveal a high level of
uniformity in terms of feature footprint and height.

Furthermore, µMSIP facilitates the

preparation of generational textured films.
In Chapter VII, I extended µMSIP for the fabrication of polymer coatings that reproduce
the surface topography of natures’s superhydrophic surfaces onto solid supports. Image analysis
of SEM images shows that the dimensions and shapes of the surface features of the final polymer
coating are quantitatively similar to those of the reproduced leaves. Profilometry reveals that the
textured surface of the coating sits atop a thick, robust polymer layer with step heights varying
from 150 to 240 µm, and whose height may be tuned by the amount of monomer added to the
mold. The high contact angle values (>150°) and low hysteresis (<10°) exhibited by the coatings
evidence that µMSIP enables the preparation of coatings exhibiting sufficient microscopic
roughness to achieve the superhydrophobic wetting state.
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Future Work
The results demonstrated in this thesis: (1) the fabrication and characterization of novel
partially fluorinated/inorganic composites by employing SI-ROMP within nanoporous
architectures to create membranes with tunable wettability and ion transport; (2) the amplification
of the SIP of partially fluorinated polymer films to fabricate specialty coatings that yield
thicknesses from 4 – 12 µm in as little as 15 min of polymerization and exhibit resistance against
ion transport in excess of 10 GΩ•cm2; (3) the fabrication of microscale surface features with
height modulation and (4) the reproduction of the complex surface topographies of
superhydrophobic natural surfaces onto solid supports; open new research avenues that may lead
to interesting outcomes. Below are suggestions of topics that could be addressed in the near term
and examples of applications (long term) that may further benefit from SI-ROMP and to which
µMSIP may be extended.

Short Term
In general, the family of partially fluorinated monomers (pNBFn) studied in this thesis
exhibits fast polymerization kinetics. Results in Chapter V show that the longer the fluorocarbon
side chain of the monomer, the faster its polymerization. However, the exact mechanism of how
a longer side chain promotes faster kinetics is not clear and is worthy of further investigation.
Therefore, performing a mechanistic study, coupled with molecular simulations, of the
polymerization of these monomers should help elucidate such an effect. SEM characterization of
the films grown in Chapter V reveals that the surface of these films is dominated by sphericaland hemisphere-like structures, which in some cases, may exhibit diameters as large as 25 µm.
This sort of feature does not grow when the monomer is polymerized in pure form (Chapters VI
and VII), suggesting that the solvent (dichloromethane) may have an effect on how these
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monomers react to form such structures. Exploring the possible formation of micelles or some
other type of larger aggregates in the monomer solution and their interaction with the initiatormodified substrate may help explain such a phenomenon.
In connection with Chapters VI and VII, one could study the polymerization kinetics of
other norbornenyl-derived or cyclic olefin monomers, as was done with the NBFn family in
Chapter V, to explore the feasibility of using them in µMSIP, and therefore, provide textured
polymer films with a wider range on chemical compositions. The area of the h-PDMS molds
used in Chapters VI and VII was ~1 cm2. Extending µMSIP to larger areas is a subsequent step
that should be followed in order to improve the technique. In the case of reproducing large
structures, such as those found on the natural surfaces tested herein, the deposition of the initiator
species and the monomer into a mold exhibiting a larger area could become challenging if done
manually, given the fast kinetics of the polymerization. Therefore, one could investigate the
possibility of using a spray-assisted deposition method that would allow covering larger areas in
shorter times. In Chapter VII, SEM characterization of the Aristolochia esperanzae leaf showed
that the surface of the leaf is dominated by both micro- and nanoscale features. Although µMSIP
was able to capture the microscale relief of the leaf, as revealed by SEM characterization of the
final polymer coating, the nanoscale topography was almost absent. Overall, the epicuticular
waxes that comprise the nanoscale topography of leaves are fragile and can be easily damaged by
external factors.1 Therefore, an inherent extension of this work would be to improve the stability
of the epicuticular waxes, especially upon detachment from the composite mold, such that these
do not become embedded in the mold. To this end, one could explore the possibility of adding an
extra layer of fluorocarbon-containing silane on top of the existing tetraethoxysilane. An exciting
opportunity to test the versatility of µMSIP would be to reproduce the topography of leaves
exhibiting anisotropic surfaces, such as that the rice leaf.2 This would allow the fabrication of
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textured surfaces with directional wetting and could have a great impact on applications such as
fluidic control and water-directional transportation.2

Long Term
SI-ROMP of Ionic Liquids for Membrane Applications
The performance and stability of composite materials in gas separation applications
dictate the success or viability of membranes in an industrial setting.3 Accordingly, researchers
are constantly searching for new materials to improve the flux and selectivity of membranes.
Recently, room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have shown promising results as constituents
of composite membranes for the separation of carbon dioxide (CO2) from light gases such as
nitrogen (N2) and methane (CH4).4

RTILs, namely imidazolium-based ones, exhibit

physicochemical properties that make them ideal candidates to be used in membrane-based gas
separations. These properties include ultralow vapor pressure, low melting temperatures, thermal
stability, and “green” character.5

These materials have been mainly used in a membrane

configuration known as supported ionic liquid membrane, in which the RTIL is “infused” in the
porous structure of a polymeric membrane via a vacuum-assisted procedure.6 The use of such
composite membranes is limited to a transmembrane pressure differential of 1 – 2 atm.3 Higher
operation pressures, as those found in large-scale industrial gas separations, would “blowout” the
RTIL, therefore, undermining the performance of the composite membrane.3 In Chapter IV, I
demonstrated that SI-ROMP could be used to grow surface-bound pNBF6 films within and
throughout nanoporous architectures.

Consequently, one could examine the possibility of

synthesizing norbornenyl-based ionic liquids that could undergo SI-ROMP. This approach may
provide RTIL-based composite membranes with the mechanical integrity and stability required
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for industrial gas separations. Furthermore, one could investigate the effect of different RTIL
composition or polymer architecture on the degree of permeability and selectivity.

Extend µMSIP to the Fabrication of Superoleophobic Films
In recent years, an increasing amount of research has focused on creating not only
superhydrophobic but also superoleophobic surfaces.7-11 Investigations on this topic have shown
that surfaces exhibiting a combination of low critical surface tension and topographical structures
with re-entrant surface curvature may resist wetting of liquids with low surfaces tension, such as
alkanes (octane or decane).7

Realization of such surfaces could have a great impact on

applications such as stain-free textiles9,10 and chemical shielding.11 In this thesis, I have shown
that one can fine-tune the growth of partially fluorinated monomers to produce films with critical
surface tension as low as 9 mN/m12 (Chapter V), and as an extension of the reproduction process
described in Chapters VI and VII, one could explore the possibility of creating surface-bound
superoleophobic films by using µMSIP to reproduce the surface topography of substrates
exhibiting surface features with re-entrant surface curvature. For example, one could deposit a
monolayer or multilayer of polystyrene spheres to provide the desired re-entrant curvature onto a
substrate and use soft lithography to create an elastomeric mold with recessed round features that
can be subsequently used in a µMSIP process. The use of polystyrene spheres is advantageous
because these are readily available and are produced in different sizes. This approach would
enable fundamental studies on how different geometric parameters, such as height and diameter
of the features and the separation distance among them, may affect the wetting of oils on these
surfaces.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER V

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) Data
Table A.1 compares the calculated atomic composition and percentages of C 1s bonding
states to those obtained experimentally. The estimated values for the acid halide attachment,
summarized in Table 5.2, represent the potential number of bonding sites for the Ru-based
initiator. Exposure of the PHEMA films to the di-acid halide solution may lead to three results,
e.g., unreacted hydroxyl groups, and hydroxyl groups forming either one or two ester bonds. To
determine the calculated values shown in Table A.1, a composition balance and a fit of the
experimental XPS data, namely, the C-C percentage and Cl atomic composition, of each possible
outcome was performed. Calculated and experimental values are in good agreement.

Table A.1. Comparison of theoretical and experimentally determined carbon bonding state
percentages and atomic composition.
Sample: PHEMA, NBDAC
Calculation
Experimental

C–C
56.8
56.8

C–O
25.2
24.7

O=C–O
18.0
18.5

At% C
69.5
68.3

At% O
30.1
31.3

At% Cl
0.4
0.4

Initiator Footprint
I estimated the projected molecular area of the initiator using the crystallographic data
reported by Love et al. and Matlab software.1 Results from our approximation indicate that the
projected molecular area of the Ru catalyst, not including the tricyclohexylphosphine ligand nor
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the phenyl ring, is ~ 83 Å2•molecule-1, which is comparable to the molecular areas reported for
other Ru containing complexes.2

Wetting Properties

Table A.2. Wetting properties of the pNBFn films prepared in a 0.2 and 1 M monomer solutions,
after 15 min of polymerization at 21 °C
Monolayer
Concentration
(M)
0.2
1

Macroinitiator

θA (deg)

pNBF6

pNBF8

pNBF6

pNBF8

Water
HD
Water
HD

123 ± 2
73 ± 1
132 ± 1
79 ± 1

127 ± 1
79 ± 1
131 ± 1
83 ± 2

130 ± 2
77 ± 2
143 ± 4
84 ± 2

127 ± 1
78 ± 2
146 ± 2
85 ± 5

The surface energy of the gold substrates changes as it undergoes each modification step
in the polymerization process, as evidenced by the change in the advancing water contact angle.
Clean, bare gold samples, under ambient conditions, exhibit average advancing water contact
angles of ~ 60°.3 The formation of the ATRP-initiator SAM onto the surface increases the water
θA to ~ 75°, which is in fair agreement with that reported for a bromine-terminated monolayer.4
Upon growth of PHEMA, the surface energy moderately increases, as evidenced by a reduction in
the water θA, e.g., ~ 66°. This change in surface energy may be attributed to the presence of the
polar hydroxyl groups in PHEMA. The increase in the water θA (~ 81°) after the acylation
process is consistent with the presence of hydrocarbon molecules (norbornenyl groups) in the
outermost surface of the PHEMA films. Generally, smooth semifluorinated films, in which the
outermost portion of their surface is dominated by –CF3 groups, exhibit θA (water) > 113° and θA
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(HD) > 75°.5

After polymerization, the wetting properties of the modified gold substrates

changed dramatically, as evidenced by a surge in both water and HD advancing contact angles,
from much lower values for the monolayer (water = 22°, HD < 15°) and macroinitiator (water =
66°, HD < 15°).
Figure A.1 shows the effects of monomer concentration and macroinitiation on the timedependence of pNBF8 film thickness, as measured by profilometry. Table A.3 summarizes the
film growth and termination rate constants for different NBF8 concentrations.

a)

b)
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Figure A.1. Monomer concentration effects on film thickness for a) a monolayer initiation and
b) macroinitiation. The data points represent thickness measurements for pNBF8 films grown in
0.05, 0.2, and 1 M monomer solutions. For the macroinitiator case, an average thickness for
PHEMA of 280 nm was subtracted from the measured thickness. Solid curves represent fits of
the data using equation 3.
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Table A.3. Film growth and termination rate constants for films prepared from NBF8 at three
different concentrations. Values are presented along with their standard errors.
Monolayer
Concent. (M)

-1

K (m•s )
-7

Macroinitiator
-1

-1

kt (s )
-9

kt (s-1)

K (m•s )
-4

-6

-8

2.7 × 10 ± 6.6 × 10

0.0043 ± 1.3 × 10

0.2

5.2 × 10-7 ± 2.5 × 10-8

0.0086 ± 4.7 × 10-4

1.6 × 10-6 ± 1.1 × 10-7 0.0176 ± 1.3 × 10-3

-3

6.8 × 10-7 ± 4.7 × 10-8 0.0185 ± 1.3 × 10-3

1

-7

-8

2.9 × 10 ± 1.7 × 10

0.0171 ± 1.0 × 10
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1.7 × 10 ± 7.1 × 10

0.0064 ± 3.2 × 10

-4

0.05
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APPENDIX B

COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER VI

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Measurements

Table B.1. Summary of the atomic force microscopy characterization results for the structures
shown in Figures 6.2e and 6.4c.
DFEAs
Master
Mold
Height (µm)
1.86 ± 0.03
1.73 ± 0.02
Width (µm)
4.05 ± 0.09
4.06 ± 0.13
Pitcha (µm)
4.57 ± 0.09
4.45 ± 0.08
a
Pitch refers to the distance between peaks.

Film
1.05 ± 0.02
4.16 ± 0.14
4.66 ± 0.12
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Master
0.99 ± 0.01
1.80 ± 0.02
2.30 ± 0.03

Klarite®
Mold
1.09 ± 0.04
1.72 ± 0.02
2.13 ± 0.03

Film
0.69 ± 0.01
1.94 ± 0.03
2.32 ± 0.02

